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From the editor in chief
Online expansion will aid in serving students

“...never limit
yourself to just
going to classes
in your major
and leaving
SIU E four years
later with a
degree in hand
and no life
experiences
33

-Kenneth Long,
Editor in Chief

In a time o f recession, war and swine flu, the challenges
and problems o f being a college student certainly have not
disappeared, if not been intensified
The Alestle is here for you.
To those o f you reading the Alestle for the first time,
thanks for picking us up. I f you have read before, keep on
reading, this year has some sweeping changes for both
SIU E and the Alestle.
The Alestle will be moving
more and more towards where the
media industry is headed: online.
Our website, www.alestlelive.com,
has become the best way to get the
most up-to-date campus news out
to students, faculty, staff and
alumni. Because o f this, we will be
focusing on expanding the website
with more videos, blogging,
breaking news, our Alestle Dining
Guide and other online-exclusive content. In turn, the
Alestle will only come out in print edition on Tuesdays. The
Alestle will still produce the same excellence in journalism
on Thursday, except it will only be available online. This way
we help save a little money for students, as well as trees that
will not be cut down for newsprint.
New additions to the campus include the Student
Success Center and the additions to the Student Fitness
Center. They have cost us quite a pretty penny, so get full
use o f both facilities. As our sports program settles more
into its Division I status, the program as a whole is growing
as well. The games are just one reason to stick around
campus after class; you may even get a free T-shirt, and
there’s nothing better in my book.
The Back to School Survival Guide is one o f the best
ways to discover your new campus. Inside, we have tried to
nail down the most important aspects o f life at SIU E for
you. O f course, one o f the best parts about being a Cougar
is prowling about your new domain. Don’t just sit in your
room waiting for college life to hit you on the way to class.
Explore one o f the largest universities (in physical size) in

the country, join a student organization, strike up a
conversation with a complete stranger or maybe take a class
outside o f your expertise. In short, never limit yourself to
just going to classes in your major and leaving SIU E four
years later with a degree in hand and no life experiences.
Just be sure to have the time o f your life responsibly; beer
commercials don’t mention the consequences o f throwing
back a few Bud Lights when you have finals the next day.
Along with our expanding website, the Alestle now has
Twitter. Our breaking news will now reach Twitter and get
passed on much more quickly, alerting subscribers to any
breaking developments, emergencies or any other pertinent
information. A separate Twitter for sports updates will allow
subscribers to get play-by-play information and scores about
games we cover. I f you have never used Twitter, give it a try.
We want to keep you informed as much as possible, and this
is just another medium by which we can serve you.
The Alestle itself is made up o f our own student body,
with its staff consisting o f students from many diverse
backgrounds and majors. We hire students from outside the
mass communications program; all majors are welcome.
Currently, we are looking for guest columnists, cartoonists
and reporters. While previous experience with publications
is recommended, it is not necessary. We look for excellence
in creativity, a willingness to question the world, personal
responsibility and a desire to learn in our staff and will settle
for nothing less.
The Alestle is your student newspaper. I f you believe we
should cover an issue, investigate a problem or you have
general questions, please get in touch with us. Our office is
in the Morris University Center, Room 2022. E-mails can
be sent to me at klong@alestlelive.com.
When you are somewhere between shelling out money
for tuition, discussing the Iraq War or avoiding pandemics,
pick up a copy o f the Alestle or go to www.alestlelive.com
and get informed about your campus. Remember, you paid
for it. Use it or lose it.
Kenneth Long
Editor in Chief

From the chancellor
On behalf o f the faculty and staff o f Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, welcome to the 2 0 0 9 -2 010 academic
year, a year that promises to be one o f excitement and
opportunity on campus!
You are here to build on your
education and experiences o f the past and to pursue the vast
wealth o f knowledge available through
higher education.
And what an
exciting time you have chosen to be a
Cougar! This Fall marks the opening
o f the long-awaited Student Success
Center, a unique, model facility
com bining academic and student
support services in one convenient
location. S IU E also has recently
received approval for the renovation o f I
its existing science building and the
construction o f a new facility to form a
science complex. In addition, our School o f Pharmacy
graduated its first class in May o f this year and has now been
granted full accreditation. Without a doubt, SIU E is on the
move and you are an important part o f the action!
As students, you will benefit from our excellent academic
programs and our dedicated faculty and staff. They are
steadfastly committed to providing you with high quality
educational opportunities. Our harmonious campus climate
encourages open dialogue and mutual respect among
individuals with different backgrounds, cultures and
perspectives. Citizenship, Excellence, Integrity, Openness and
Wisdom comprise our University' values and guide our work,
day in and day out. These values are so important to the SIU E
experience that they are displayed on a large banner in the
Goshen Lounge o f the Morris University Center (M UC).
As in all worthwhile endeavors, the outcome is often

proportional to the investment. This is true both in your
academic and extracurricular activities. There are numerous
opportunities to get involved in the life o f the University. For
example, there are frequent faculty and student exhibits in the
Art and Design Building and in the M UC. The Arts & Issues
fine arts series and the wide variety o f student organizations
(over 2 0 0 !), associations, and clubs all serve to broaden the
SIU E experience. The Student Fitness Center is home to a
variety o f exciting recreational programs and students are
admitted free to scheduled athletics events! The University’s
move to NCAA Division I sports ensures an exciting and
competitive season in all sports.
Another important opportunity for involvement in the life
o f the University is to stay informed and offer your opinions on
campus issues. An excellent way to do this is by reading the
campus newspaper, The Alestle. The name is a combination o f
“Alton, East St. Louis, and Edwardsville” and highlights the
unity o f SIU E ’s three educational branches. The Alestle is one
vehicle through which the entire campus communicates. Do
not hesitate to weigh in on topics o f interest.
The fall semester signals a renewed opportunity for
investment in the future. Whether you are a new or returning
student, commit to making the most o f your time on campus.
I am pleased and excited to welcome you to Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, a university that is on the move,
nationally recognized and committed to providing excellent
service and support as you pursue a degree in higher education.
Best wishes for a very successful and fulfilling academic year.
Go Cougars!
Vaughn Vandegrift
Chancellor

“Whether
you are a new
or returning
student,
commit to
making the
most o f your
time on
campus.”
-Vaughn Vandegrift,
chancellor
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From the student body president
Welcome to another exciting year at SIU E !
As we enter our 52nd year as a university, we are
reminded o f the impact that education has on the
world and future generations. As H erbert
Spencer once said, “The great aim o f education is
not knowledge but action.”
We are now facing a period o f time where
education has become a crucial tool to create
change and make a difference. It is the necessary
tool for our generation to rise up and accept our
responsibility as leaders in the 21st century.
Education
has
become the tool for us
to become the next
generation’s
leaders.
From
understanding
critical thinking and
logic to learning the
necessary skills to enter
your field, education is
crucial to achieving your
goals and changing the
world. I encourage every student to strive for
excellence.
This challenge does not mean every student
needs a 4.0 GPA. It does mean, however, that
every student strives to be the best they can
possibly be. This concept may mean that you
attend study sessions to relearn material. It may
mean that you skip that Thursday night gettogether to study for an exam. Whatever it may
mean for you, I hope all students will remember
the importance o f their education and strive to be
the best they can be.
Another crucial component o f education is
the co-curricular experience. By co-curricular, I
am referring to involvement with student
organizations, volunteering and study abroad,

anything that provides a real-world connection to
our in-class education. You can visit the Kimmel
Leadership Center and sign up to volunteer at
The Gardens or with any o f the other 300
agencies we work with or become active in Greek
Life, Campus Activities Board and many other
activities.
The last component o f your education is
your mental well-being. It is important to be
involved in many organizations and to study long
hours for class. However, it is also extremely
important to get out o f your dorm room or
apartment and experience the extraordinary
social activities and opportunities here on
campus.
SIU E is lucky to have over 2,600 acres o f
land and access to a lake. SIU E ’s students have
amazing opportunities to go swimming, hike,
canoe, kayak, bike ride or walk. We are also lucky
to be only twenty minutes from St. Louis. From
visiting the arch and museums to experiencing
the night life, St. Louis offers so many
opportunities for our students to chill and relax.
So get out today and truly experience everything
SIU E and the metro-east offers!
We are no longer the future leaders o f the
world, we are quickly becoming the present
leaders o f today. From the academic and cocurricular components to the social and well
being components, remember this should be the
time o f your life. Work to the best o f your ability
and become involved in campus life, but do not
forget about making friends and truly
experiencing everything this beautiful campus
and area have to offer.
Brandon Rahn
Student Body President

From the vice chancellor for

student affairs
The four values of a successful student
Welcome to the SIU E Community!
This is an exciting time in your life. As a student,
you will be introduced to many new and different
ideas and experiences; you will be challenged to
think logically and creatively about difficult
questions; and you will be asked to discuss the
answers to these questions.
Join in these
discussions; you have much to offer. From my
perspective, here are some valuable points to
assure your success as an
SIU E student:
First,
and
foremost, invest the time
and energy' necessary to
achieve good grades.
Experts recommend
a minimum o f two hours
smdying outside o f class
for every hour o f class.
Attend class regularly
and make sure you know your instructor’s
attendance policy. Be on time and be prepared for
every class meeting. Sit in the front o f the
classroom! Follow your syllabus, and make sure
that you are organized and that your assignments
are completed in a timely manner. I f you need
help, talk with your faculty or advisor so they can
direct you to the best source o f assistance.
Second, resolve conflicts, differences and
disputes by thoughtful discussion.
Civility is a cornerstone o f our academic
community; you are expected to act and behave
accordingly. At times you may disagree with
fellow members o f the academic community.
Part o f your college experience is learning to

resolve disagreements and differences o f opinion
in a fashion that is in keeping with your role as an
educated member o f the SIU E community.
Third, get involved in campus life.
There are numerous opportunities available
to you to become involved in activities and
services beyond the classroom. Check out the
student organizations on campus, they need your
participation. Consider doing volunteer work
related to your academic major or participate in
the social and recreational opportunities on
campus. All o f these activities give you the
chance to interact with your fellow students,
faculty and staff and serve to enrich and broaden
your education.
Fourth, take care o f yourself.
Achieve the balance between what is required
to succeed at the University and the other
obligations o f family and work. Occasional stress
is a normal part o f a student’s life. How you
cope with it, in a constructive manner, will make
all the difference for you. Make lifestyle decisions
that are in your best interest.
Again, I welcome you to SIU E.
I
encourage you to follow the SIU E 4-3-2-1
formula for success: graduate in 4 years;
maintain a minimum 3.0 grade point average;
devote 2 hours prep time per credit hour; and
involve yourself in at least 1 campus activity. I
look forward to meeting you on campus and
hope you find your University experience both
rewarding and memorable.
Narbeth R . Emmanuel Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
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One building, multiple uses
The Student Success Center opens this fall, providing a center for campus resources
by Caitlin Doszkewycz
Alestle Reporter

After years of planning, construction and money, the Student Success Center
opened its doors this summer, letting students begin to take advantage o f its many
utilities.
The Student Success Center is a new resource center opening at SIUE in the fall
semester o f 2009. The SSC is attached to the Morris University Center and will house a
number of student resources and services. Additionally, the SSC will serve as a place
students can come to study, find tutoring help or attend meetings for various school
organizations.
Originally, many university resources and services were spread throughout the
campus and had no central area for students to access them. With the addition o f the
SSC, more space will be available around campus and campus resources will have one
convenient location for students. The new building will also mean more areas for
students to study and more technological resources for students to utilize.
According to Lora Miles, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, planning for
the SSC started in the fall o f 2005. The idea came from Dr. Emmanuel after students
complained that they had nowhere to practice power point presentations and that
services were hard to utilize.
“Dr. Emmanuel came up with a plan to free up space,” Miles said. “We’d build a
state o f the art facility to house all of these student services.”
In the spring o f 2006, the concept for the SSC was developed, fees were estimated
for the project and a student information referendum was started. The total cost for the
SSC, including the design and the materials inside, totaled $16.6 million.
The SSC boasts six small reading rooms, a 22 person conference room, a large
student lounge, a computer lab and a new coffee shop. Miles said the facility’s lounge
and meeting rooms will be open to students twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
The services that will be available in the SSC include Academic Advising, SOAR,
Career Development, Elonors, the Speech Center, International Programs and Student
Services, Student Government, Disability Support Services, Counseling Services and
Health Services.
The SSC will house programs that provide tutoring in math and writing labs. The
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The new Student Success Center will open in the fall 2009. The center, open 24
hours to students, will feature many aspects of student life in one building.

aim o f the SSC is to simultaneously provide convenient services to students as well as to
increase recruiting, retention and graduation rates among students.
Mackey Mitchell Architects designed die SSC and the building boasts a “green”
building scheme. According to Miles, some of the “green” features of the SSC include
motion sensor lights, which automatically turn on and off when people leave or enter, a
computer lab wall made o f recycled milk jugs and mill work and built-in cabinets made
of wheat stalks. The SSC also has a feature wall that goes up both stories off the building
on the north wall of the student lounge and is made of sunflower seeds. The building
also has windows on all sides to utilize natural sources o f light.
Student employee Kimber Moscardelli said the new SSC was definitely more
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y o u

need,
w ant
Where to get tutoring, writing,
math assistance on campus
by Catherine Klene
Alestle Reporter

A student can only stare at a blinking cursor or a
complicated math problem for so long before the urge to
hurl the computer out the window becomes dangerously
close to reality.
However, before the campus is littered with shattered
bits o f microchips and plastic, SIU E has solutions to not
only save technology but also help students to better
understand the concepts taught in classes.
One of the primary resources for students who may
be struggling in classes, or are just looking to fine tune
their skills, is Instructional Services, which was recently
relocated to the Academic Achievement Center on the
main level of the Student Success Center. Instructional
Services includes the Writing Center, the Math Resource
Area, the Speech Center, developmental classes,
supplemental instruction and testing services.
Director of Instructional Services Yvonne Mitkos said
the programs offered in Instructional Services are not just
for undergraduate students, but also for graduate students
and even instructors or professors.

H u n te r Creel/Alestle

(Left to Right) Senior, CeAIra Simmons, junior, Devin Robinson and junior Briana Mattingly-Kincaid take
advantage of the faclities and services provided on campus by Instructional Services.

Not every student needs to seek help for classes,
Mitkos said. However, they shouldn’t wait until the day
before the final exams or the day before a paper is due.
“(Students should) know what services are available
before they get into trouble,” Mitkos said.
Each program offers something different and has
different hours and availabilities, but all services are free to
students and staff.
“One of the best things they can do is to come and
get acquainted with the facility, introduce themselves to
the people in the center and just increase their comfort
level with the services that are available,” Mitkos said.
Mitkos said the Writing Center will open the second
week o f the fall semester, and students can make
appointments at a computer at the front desk in order to
work with full time writing instructors. While these
instructors will not proofread papers for students, Mitkos
said they will help students learn the art of proofreading
their own work.
Mitkos said students who are not in English or
writing classes are not the only ones who can benefit from
the center.
“Writing is required in so many classes outside of

writing classes,” Mikos said.
The Math Resource Center will be open the first
week of classes during the day and will open for evening
hours beginning in the second week of the semester.
Another core part of Instructional Services is the
Supplemental Instruction.
Supplemental Instruction, Mitkos said, is “guided
practice that is done by peer tutors that have been
successful in that specific class with a specific instructor.”
Mitkos also said the supplemental instruction is designed
for a more intense, difficult coursework tutored by
graduate students or higher-level underclassmen.
“The success rate (in classes) for students who take
supplemental instruction is very high,” Mitkos said.
For more information about Instructional Services, as
well as an updated list of hours, go to www.siue.edu/IS.
For extra help in other subjects not offered by
Instructional Services, many departments offer tutoring as
well. The department of foreign languages and literature
has several student tutors in French, Chinese, Spanish,
German, Latin and Italian, according to German language
professor Doug Simms. Simms also helps coordinate the
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How to wine and dine at SIUE
Dining Services offers
more options, locations
for students in
Fall 2009
by Aren Dow
Alestle Opinion Editor

D errick Hawkins/Alestle

Dining services at the Morris University Center serves a variety of
food and has now expanded to locations in the Student Success
Center and the Rec Center.

As quickly as new buildings have sprung up
around the SIUE campus, Dining Services has more
than kept pace.
Dining Services has expanded into both o f the
newest buildings on campus, the Student Success
Center and the new Rec Center. One o f the
expansions includes a new franchise, Kaldi’s, a local
coffee roaster. It will be located in the heart of the
Student Success Center on the main floor.
Senior Sam Randolph, part of Dining Services
personnel, said the location makes it easier on
students who are studying and do not want to get
away from their books.
“People aren’t going to want to travel too far,”
Randolph said. “We like to have things in close
proximity, and that will be a great resource for
students.”
Randolph said the continued expansion of
Dining Services will offer more options to students.
Part o f the expansion includes a new Freshen’s,
available at the newest extension of the Vadalabene
Center. The smoothie chain will be able to offer
those working out with drinks that have vitamins
and immune boosters.

“It can give people an idea o f what Dining
Services can provide for them outside of the
University Center,” Randolph said.
Dennis Wobbe, Assistant Director of Dining
Services, said one of the biggest changes was to the
Grab ‘n Go section, which offers student a quicker
way to get something to eat between classes. In
addition to the existing Grab ‘n Go, there will also
be one next to Kaldi’s in the Student Success
Center. Both locations will have a larger selection o f
items to choose from, even food such as salmon.
Menu boards are also in the works for the
different parts o f the cafeteria. Wobbe hopes this
will speed up lines by giving students a more
prominent display o f what is offered.
Another significant change from last year is the
conversion of Noodles/Pasta to an almost exclusive
Asian Wok. The new area will have a ‘make your
own pasta bar’ and will include more sauces and
spices for each dish.
If students try an item and want to see more of
it, the Napkin Board is a way for them to let Dining
Services know their thoughts. A corkboard just
outside the entrance o f the cafeteria, the Napkin
Board is a place where students can tack their
suggestions about food and service.
“The Napkin Board is a great source for us to
use and for kids to tell us what they like and what
they don’t,” Vicki Edsell, Dining Services
production manager said.
“We want to build the Dining Services around
what you suggest,” Wobbe said. “This is your
place.”
The down economy has been a burden on
many, but Edsell says it has made vendors more
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Take a ride
Madison County Transit offers
student transportation
to on and off campus locations
from his apartment to campus.
“The service is good,” Clarey said.
“They could use one more bus early in the
The landscape around SIUE provides day since they are so packed, but they do a
a great backdrop when walking on campus, good job for the most part.”
There are several perks the busses
but for those without a car, the
themselves offer as well. All of the 40-foot
surroundings may look rather confining.
Luckily, those who are without a long busses, which include those traveling
vehicle of their own can get to downtown on-campus, provide free Wi-Fi for riders.
Edwardsville and other local businesses for There are also bike racks on the front of the
only a dollar, thanks to bus service busses for cyclists.
Sophomore
Jessie
Grey
from
provided by Madison County Transit.
The company provides service for Springfield enjoys using the Wi-Fi MCT
students looking to travel just about provides to keep up with his homework
anywhere in the area, including as close as and social life.
“It’s great that I can get online to
Wal-Mart and as far away as St. Louis.
MCT provides numerous busses that check Facebook or Blackboard while on
stop at SIUE to help students reach their the bus,” Grey said.
MCT also maintains over 100 miles of
destination.
S.J. Morrison, M CT director of bike trails in the Edwardsville-Glen Carbon
marketing and planning, suggested riding area. Morrison said MCT has put together
the number 17 bus with its newly created one o f the finest collection o f bike trails in
route to get a taste o f what Edwardsville the state.
“The bike trails are Class 1, which
has to offer.
means
they are separated from the road,”
“I would encourage students to ride
the 17 to downtown Edwardsville,” said Morrison said. “We have provided tunnels
Morrison. “It also provides a way to and bridges to keep the trails away from
the busy roads.”
Kohl’s, Dierbergs, and Wal-Mart as well.”
The trails use old railroad alignments
Morrison said the number 17 bus is
changing their former route to run into that give riders multiple options on how to
Edwardsville as the 16 bus no longer runs reach a certain destination. It offers a
variety allowing riders to use one way to
through campus as it did last year.
If students need a ride to commute, or get to a certain point and another way
want to go to a nearby city, MCT has trips back.
“Most of the other trails in the area are
to Granite City, Alton, Troy, Collinsville,
and Maryville for S I .50 one way Those just one way there and one way back,”
looking to travel to St. Louis can take the Morrison said.
The bike trails can also provide a way
number 18 to the Metro for $3.00. From
there the Metro can provide service to from Cougar Village and campus to
various places in the Edwardsville-Glen
almost anywhere in the city.
MCT offers free on-campus service, Carbon area.
Morrison said MCT will have a booth
including busses traveling from the
apartments in Cougar Village to Peck Hall at freshmen orientation and an open house
every ten minutes throughout the day. at 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on August 11 at
They also stop at Child Care ever)' half Edwardsville Station to answer questions.
Complete routes and maps can be found
hour and at textbook services on request.
Senior civil engineering major Nate on MCT busses or at www.mct.org.
Clarey said he lives in Cougar Village and
Aren Dow can be reached at
appreciates the free service they provide
adow@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
by Aren Dow

Alestle Opinion Editor

of Parking
P hoto by S e a n Roberts/Alestle

by Rosie Githinji
Alestle Reporter

Knowing where to park on campus
can sometimes prove to be tricky. Parking
services encourages students who are not
sure of what to do to contact them and
find out instead o f racking up fees in
parking tickets.
Bob Vanzo, Director o f parking
services, says the most important thing
for students to know is simple.
“Students need to buy a parking
permit and then make sure they park
where the permit says to,” Vanzo said.
Vanzo warned that if any student has
S I 00 worth of parking tickets, his or her
car will be towed. It is not automatic, but
if a student gets a ticket while holding a
balance o f $100 in unpaid fees, their car
will be towed for parking violations.
“I f you are going to use the parking
meter, make sure you put in enough
money or look at your watch to check the
time,” Vanzo said.
Students without residential parking
passes can get four hour passes if they
want to park in a residential lot. There is
also overnight parking for students who
plan on staying overnight in Cougar
Village that can be acquired in the
Commons building, according to Vanzo.
For students with guests in the residence
halls, passes can be obtained at their
respective front desks.
Any student who parks in the wrong
lot can almost always expect a ticket.
Parking services patrols the lots from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. during the week.
“Usually on the metered lots it could
be once an hour,” Vanzo said. “It also
depends on how big o f an area they are
patrolling and how many workers there
are on that day.”
Vanzo said parking services is also
willing to work with students who may
have problems that are not addressed by
them. Students with disabilities students
need to get a parking pass that they
display along with their disability sticker.
They have parking allotted to them in the
inner circle, which include green lots and
brown lots, since red lots are too far away.
Any smdent can enter a lottery to get
a green lot pass. Most o f the green lot is

for faculty and staff. There are also
parking spaces in the green lots allocated
for students who spend much o f their
time in the engineering building, the art
building or Dunham hall, according to
Vanzo. Students who want to enter the
lottery to get a green pass can visit the
website and put in their name.
Parking tag prices have gone up
about three percent, according to
Caroline Turner, manager o f parking
services.
“That is something that was
scheduled,” Turner said.
Turner said Vanzo posted a letter in
March o f 2006 that explained why tag
prices were being raised and also when to
expect the changes.
According to the letter, the last time
parking fees were increased was in the fall
o f 1997. The hike was to cover the sale
and eventual repayment of $9 million in
revenue bonds. The bond sale allowed for
the resurfacing and upgrades to lighting
systems in all parking lots, as well as
expanding the emergency telephone
network.
Additional increases have been
implemented throughout the years. The
money from the fees goes toward lot
maintenance, according to Turner.
Rich Walker, the Assistant Vice
Chancellor for Administration, said all the
construction will be done before students
return to campus.
“Students who come back will notice
the difference,” Walker said.
There is one project scheduled in
September by the Illinois Department of
Transportation. This project will add an
extra lane to University' Park Road, as
well as sidewalks.
“The only road project that will
interfere with anybody is the University
Park Road project,” Walker said.
“Students can just use the other
entrance.”
Parking services encourages anyone
with questions to contact Caroline Turner
or
visit
the
website,
www.siue.edu/parking. The website
provides information on parking tag
prices and how to obtain diem.

S e a n Roberts/Alestle

Rosie Githinji can be reached at
rgithinji@alestklive.com or 650-3527.

Students board an MCT bus at the stop at Hairpin Drive. MCT buses can take students
to on campus locations such as Cougar Village or off campus locations like Wal-Mart.
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SU C CESS CENTER
from pg. 6
spacious and roomy compared to
the old facilities. Although, she
pointed out the SSC has been
really busy this summer.
“It’s actually been pretty
loud. We’ve been able to hear
people making phone calls,”
Moscardelli said. “It’s going to be
interesting when more students
come back next fall.”
Moscardelli said the building
is nice and new, but has
somewhat of a noise problem due
to the fact that people are now
working in cubicles instead of
offices.
Geet Vanaik, an international
student advisor, said the new
building would be a big benefit.
“I think it’s going to be great

for students because multiple
services will be in one building,”
Vanaik said. “It’s one stop, easy
access.”
Vanaik said the new SSC
would be especially helpful for
international students.
“It’s great to have because
everything is here in one
convenient location,” Vanaik
said. “Before, when international
students came for orientation, I
would have to send them every
which way for different services.”

Caitlin Doszkewycz can be reached at
cdoszkewycz@alestlelive.com
or 650-3527.

TUTORING
from pg. 6
tutoring program, which consists o f several advanced language
students who are approved by their foreign language professors.
Simms said the tutoring program is beneficial to both those seeking
help and the tutors themselves.
“(The tutors) know what it’s like to be a student at SIUE studying
a foreign language,” Simms said. “You reach another level, teaching
someone else. It’s good for everyone on both sides o f the table.”
One of these tutors was alumna Natalie Cronister, who graduated
in May. Cronister, who majored in Spanish and psychology, tutored
other Spanish students for two and a half years.
“Students shouldn’t be afraid to use a tutor,” Cronister said. “It’s
completely free, and there’s no judgment.”
Cronister said students greatly benefited from the extra sessions,
whether it was a weekly appointment or just stopping by to review for
an exam or proofread a paper.
“You’re working one on one with the tutor, so you can focus on
whatever problem you are struggling with,” Cronister said.
However, she said tutoring sessions do not substitute for studying
on the student’s own.
“The biggest problem with the progam is that a lot of students
come expecting their grade to shoot up just because they are seeing a
tutor,” Cronister said. “I can’t take the test for them.”
Cronister also said reviewing the basic Spanish skills with other
students improved her own language skills.
Simms said other study opportunities are available for students
who want to improve their language skills include conversation hours
in German, Spanish and French.
To set up an appointment with a foreign language tutor,
www.siue.edu/FLL/tutors.html.
Catherine Klene can be reached at cklene@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

DINING SERVICES
from pg. 7
innovative and proactive to
compete for SIU E ’s business.
Edsell said she has talked to 1012 vendors this past week alone
who are looking to push their
product.
“We’re doing a lot; we
probably have the most selections
than in the 32 years I’ve worked
here,” Edsall said.
The Skywalk Cafe, between
Alumni Hall and Founders Hall,
will be receiving a renovation as
well. In addition to being
repainted, the menu has been
expanded to include items such as
thin-crust pizzas.
Adding to the atmosphere in
the cafeteria are twelve 40-inch
screens, which will provide
background music to those
dining. What is played will be
completely up to the students as
they will be able to choose what

music they will hear. Students can
simply text which songs they
want to play while they are
eating.
The south side o f the
cafeteria will still provide a
quieter atmosphere for students
as well.
Edsell said the changes at the
beginning o f the fall term are just
the start o f what Dining Services
plans to offer throughout the
year.
“We look at new stuff all year
round,” Edsell said. “Anytime
[the vendors] get something out
that’s brand new they bring it in
here. We’ll test it and see if there’s
a market for it all year round.”

Aren Dow can be reached at
adow@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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This is the most exciting time of
AVON on Main because we are
getting ready for our Biggest
selling time of the year.
Donna Sheard, owner o f

AVON on Main
will be staying at the Paris Hotel
bringing back to Edwardsville

• New Skincare
• Fall Makeup Colors
• Fall Fashions

... and you get to be the first
to see all our new products.
We will be closed for 2 weeks starting
Monday August 10th thru August 24th
We are still able to accommodate our customers by
having them order through our website www.youravon.com/ddycus

235 N. Main Street • Edwardsville, IL 62026 • 618-656-1616
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Lovejoy Library: More than just books
by Rachel Carlson
Alestle A&E Editor

e
Lovejoy Library underwent plenty of changes last
year with construction, renovation and providing a new
home for Information Technology Services. This year
even more changes and resources are on the way.
According to Kyle Moore, Director o f Development
for Library and Information Services, 186,000 volumes
were moved from the first floor to the third floor last
spring. This created more space for computer access and a
comfortable new study area.
Also new to the third floor is a group study room so
students can have a quiet area for collaborative study.
“As an academic library it is our responsibility to meet
the changing needs of our students and faculty,” Moore
said. “Collaborative learning and technology have
transformed higher education in ways that could not have
been anticipated when the library was created.”
Starting this fall, students will not have to walk
around to the front o f the library to enter. For the first
time in the history o f Lovejoy Library the North entrance
will be opened for student, faculty and staff use, Moore
said. Another circulation desk will be installed at this
entrance so students can check out books at either end of
the library.
Moore said this had not been done before due to a
lack o f resources.
“It’s something we should have done a long time
ago,” Moore said. “It’s something we felt we should do
for the convenience o f staff and students.”
Senior elementary education major Zara Graham

from Chester said she is excited for the North entrance to
open not only for the sake o f practicality but also for
safety reasons.
“I think it’s a good idea because it’s a waste o f space
to have doors you can’t use,” Graham said. “For students
who study late at night and park in the green lot it’s safer
because they can use that entrance instead of walking
around on a path that’s not well lit.”
Students will also have access to new resources such
as an online St. Louis Post-Dispatch archive, an Ovid
Nursing package o f online journals, which is another first
for Lovejoy according to Moore. More titles will be added
to the library’s JST O R package in the social science and
education areas as well.
Graham has used the online journals before and said
it was a convenient way to search for sources.
“It’s a lot to go through,” Graham said. “It’s still
easier than going through all the books.”
Moore said there are many ways students can utilize
what Lovejoy has to offer without actually stepping into
the library. A “How to” and FAQ section can be found on
the library’s website to provide information on how to do
things such as borrowing books to interlibrary loan to
logging onto the computers.
Also found on the website is the “Ask a Librarian”
link which provides a live link to a librarian day and night
for research questions. If someone is without access to a
computer they can call the 24/7 information line 650INFO for answers whether it is asking a trivia question or
an inquiry about building hours.
Moore said he recommended getting to know your
subject librarian and subject faculty specialist because they

can suggest the best resources in your area. Similar
resources can be found on the website under LibGuides.
LibGuides has compilations o f references for specific
subjects and provides a way to contact subject librarians.
For those actually stepping into the library with no
idea where to start, librarians and graduate assistants, like
Faith Lane from Chicago, can be found at the circulation
desk.
Lane said the first time at the library can be daunting
because it could be a student’s first time in an academic
library.
“Students are used to a residential library so they
might be confused but it’s still just as simple,” Lane said.
According to Lane, students do not have to wander
in aimless confusion. Lovejoy Library offers not only
maps o f each floor but also guided tours for different
introductory classes, which are given by a librarian. Maps
are available online or at the information desk.
When it comes to finding a reference like a book or
microfiche, Lane said the process is easy because
everything is based off of call numbers.
Students can find the call numbers for different
references in the online catalog guide. Similar subjects
have similar call numbers and are grouped on different
floors that can be located by map. If students still have
trouble finding their reference they can go to the
information desk on the first floor where a librarian or
graduate assistant can assist them.
For more information on Lovejoy Library, go to
www.siue.edu/lovejoylibrary.
Rachel Carlson can be reached at rcarlson@alestlelive.com
or 650-3527.
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Adhering to the thin blue line
by Caitlin Doszkewycz

Emergency
Contact
Numbers

Alestle Reporter

SIUE has a police force that offers both
safety and assistance to students. According
to their website, the SIUE police force is part
of the Illinois Sheriff’s Department and it is
comprised of thirty-five sworn police officers,
six telecommunicators and four civil service
employees. These officers patrol SIUE via
vehicle, bike and foot patrols, as well as a
designated crime prevention unit.
According to the SIUE police website,
the mission o f SIUE police is to “provide
quality service based on high ethical and
professional standards” and it is achieved
through their commitment to responsive and
responsible public service, which includes
maintaining respect for individual rights and
human dignity. The SIUE police aim to
provide top quality services by working with
the community to improve its quality o f life.
The campus police began a philosophy that
sharpened their focus on the community
aspect o f their responsibilities starting in
August 1996.
The campus police are devoted to
maintaining a safe and secure campus and, as
such, they have been granted the authority by
Illinois law to make arrests. However, they
also provide programs and information to
students that help to increase campus safety
overall. According to Lt. Kevin Schmoll, the
SIUE police offer female students a RAD
course, also known as Rape Aggression
Defense Training, once a semester, taught by
Sgt. Dan Reed and Officer Dan Murphy. This
class teaches various self-defense tactics and
allows students to practice these techniques
via an officer clothed in a padded body suit.
Schmoll said the SIUE police offer a

For Emergencies,
call 9 1 1
For on campus
incidents call:

Health Services
6 5 0 -2 8 4 2

S IU E Police Dept.:
S e a n RobertsAlestle

SIUE police officer Dustin Brueggmann opens up a locked truck. SIUE Police Department
Officers, including officer Brueggemann, provide many services, like a free lock out
service.

variety of other services as well. Students can
request a police escort to and from their car,
day or night. Additionally, students can also
benefit from the Motorist Assist Program,
MAP (not to be confused with the Monetary
Assistance Program), on campus. With MAP,
students can get an officer to help with jump
starting engines, unlocking cars or filling their
tires if they get a flat.
Schmoll has been with the SIUE police
for 16 years. He came to SIUE after interning
with the Illinois State Police in his senior year
o f college.
“The officer I was riding with brought
me here to fill out an application,” Schmoll
said. “I was hired here in the spring o f 1993.”
Schmoll stayed at SIUE because he liked
the university community.
“There’s always something new going

on,” Schmoll said. “It’s a nice environment.”
The SIUE police force is led by Chief
Gina Hays. Hays said she has been on the
SIUE police force for twenty-one years.
“I had been on the Edwardsville Police
force, but then I got married and did the
family thing,” Hays said. “Once the bus took
off for kindergarten, I saw that SIUE was
hiring and I applied.”
Hays was hired as an officer and was able
to take promotional exams quickly, due to her
prior experience. After only fifteen months,
she was promoted to Lieutenant.
“When I first started, we didn’t have
Sergeants. I got trained to be a Lieutenant
and was in that position for ten years,” Hays
said. “I was later promoted to Captain and
POLICE/pg.16

6 5 0 -3 3 2 4
F o r o ff campus
incidents call:

Edwardsville Police
Dept.:
6 5 6 -2 1 3 1

Glen Carbon Police
Dept.:
2 8 8 -7 2 2 6

Glen Carbon Fire
Dept.:
2 8 8 - 1 2 2 0 or 2 8 8 -1 2 2 5

Anderson Hospital:
2 8 8 -5 7 1 1

The rules of alcoholic engagement on campus
Housing offers
guidelines on drinking
and parties
by Caitlin Doszkewycz
Alestle Reporter

While no bars, liquor stores or alcohol vendors exist
on campus, SIUE has regulations and limitations on
alcohol consumption for its students.
The university does not allow drinking in public
places on campus and lays out a strict no drinking policy
for those younger than 21 years old. It also allows any
federal or state legislation to be enforced. The university
also has the right to notify parents of infractions if
students are under the age o f 21.
SIUE Police Lt. Kevin Schmoll said drinking on
campus has not been a big issue on campus in the past.
“While underage drinking does sometimes occur in
residence areas, we try to keep it under control,” Schmoll
said.
Schmoll said when students are caught with alcohol,
a number o f different punishments may occur, although
criminal punishment is usually not
pursued on the first offense.
“Internal actions may be taken,”
Schmoll said. “Students may be turned
over to student affairs and the Dean of
Students. There are also possible criminal
and University Housing sanctions.”
Beyond criminal sanctions, including arrest,
Housing sanctions may include anything from academic

probation to expulsion.
Director of Housing Mike Schultz said the Prairie,
Woodland and Bluff Residence Halls simply have a no
alcohol policy.
“The reason for this policy is simply that 99.99
percent o f the occupants of these
residence halls are not 21 years
of age,” Schultz said.
The rules on alcohol are
different
for
Evergreen
Residence Hall and Cougar
Village. In these housing
units, alcohol is allowed,
with certain exceptions.
“These residences
can not have kegs, they
cannot
resell
any
alcohol and there are
specific guidelines
to the number of
people
participating,”
Schultz said.
According to University
g-pr
Housing Living Guide, groups of
nine people or less with alcohol do not
need to notify Housing of their gathering.
However, groups o f over nine people with
alcohol need to be registered with Housing. An
“Event with Alcohol Registration Application” must
filled-out and signed, then turned in at least three
business days prior to an event.
An enrolled student over 21 must serve as a host at
these parties and the resident living in the housing unit
must be identified. Event hosts must honor the
responsibilities outlined in the University Housing Living
Guide. Also, no units owned by residents under the age of
21 can register an event. I f a student who is under 21 lives

in a residence where a party is going on, it is their own
responsibility, as well as the hosf s, to ensure they are not
served.
Once the application is turned in, Housing will
approve or deny the request and notify the hosts within
24 hours o f the event. No more than two parties can
occur in one apartment building or wing during a 24
hour period and no residence can have two parties within
that same amount o f time.
“We’re teaching responsible alcohol behavior,”
Schultz said. “After a party is registered, a Hall or
Community Director will meet with you and give
guidelines on what you can and can not do, etc. We are
trying to take a proactive, not a reactive, stance.”
However, the Hall or Community Director only
explains the regulation on the first party you
register. Schultz said the number of infractions
on the “Party Rule” is a mix.
“Some people do, some people don’t,”
Schultz said. “People who do violate this
rule face a disciplinary process. Housing
will come up to the room and, if they
do not respond and continue the
violation, campus police will
be called in.”

Caitlin Doszkewycz can be reached at cdoszkewycz@akstlelm.com
or 650-3527.
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New Semester
New Buildings
New Bus Routes
Campus is
improving.
So is MCT.

For details, pick up a new # 16 and #17 schedule or visit www.mct.org
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by Rachel Carlson
Alestle A&E Editor

At “the e” the e-id is an important
tool for students, faculty and staff to use.
The key to utilizing it though, is if you
know how to work it properly.
According to Dustin Sanders, a
student technician at Information
Technology Services, a student’s e-id is
used not only for SIU E’s webmail and
blackboard, but also for internet access to
the SIUE network. It also serves as a user’s
electronic identification. E-ids are only
available to those affiliated with SIUE
such as students, staff or faculty members.
To obtain an e-id, a student can go to
www.siue.edu/eid and click on the link “I
want to get an e-id.” Once they have filled
out the necessary information, a postcard
with a temporary pin is sent to their home
address. They can then return to the e-id
website to preserve their e-id. Students
must have their student ID number, or
800 number, to begin the e-id process.
“The only way you can get an e-id is
if you actually register for classes,” Sanders
said.
For security reasons, there are several
guidelines to creating an e-id password.
The previous six passwords cannot be used
again, it must contain seven to eight
characters and also at least one letter and
one number. It cannot resemble a name or
word found in the dictionary including if
the word were spelled backwards. A secret
phrase must also be provided in the case
that a password is forgotten.
Junior international business major

How to use your

Lindsay Kennedy from Rockford said the
strict guidelines are not as hard to
maneuver as they seem and give her peace
of mind.
“It’s easy because you can switch one
little thing and it’s still pretty much the
same password,” Kennedy said. “I think
it’s helpful (the guidelines) because there’s
less of a chance o f people figuring out your
password.”
While there are plenty of security
measures taken to keep an e-id password
secret, Sanders said the only issue if a
password is broken would be in the
student’s webmail account. I f they have
important emails that deal with things like
their finances, anyone who broke the
password could gain access to them.
“You can’t do anything harmful with
your e-id,” Sanders said. “(But) some of
the stuff they can get through your email
could be harmful.”
Sanders said he suggested using a few
capital letters in a password to provide
more security in the case someone was

trying to break an e-id password especially
if they were using a program like Brute
force. Programs like this systematically
attempt possible password combinations
until the correct one is found.
“When you put a shift in there that’s
27 more times they have to guess,”
Sanders said.
For security reasons and state law, e-id
users must change their password every 60
days, according to Sanders. The e-id
password can be changed through the
website or by a technician at ITS which is
now located in the basement of Lovejoy
Library.
For Katie Puckett, a junior elementary
education major from Chatham, using her
e-id is an everyday occurrence. When the
e-id server experienced a malfunction last
April, Puckett said she did not know what
to do.
“I couldn’t check my email or
blackboard,” Puckett said. “It was
frustrating not being able to get on
blackboard for my homework or grades.”
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Students were able to regain access t
their webmail and blackboard by changin
their password. Passwords had to t
changed because a problem had occurre
with the authentication service.
Puckett said the only problem she h;
had with her e-id, besides the malfunctic
in April, is changing her password.
“Every 60 days is too often but
understand why they do it because I’t
never had my e-mail hacked,” Puckett sail
“It’s also why I forget my password all tl
time though.”
Sanders said changing passwords cs
be the main issue most users have. Em;
alerts are sent 14 days and everyday a wet
before an e-id password expires to remir
students to change their password. If th<
forget to change it after these alerts tht
can go to the e-id website and click the lir
“I have an e-id but I forgot my passworc
where they can enter their secret phrase i
access a password change. If they do m
know their secret phrase they can go i
ITS.
“I think it should be changt
personally because it’s confusing but on
you do it the first time its easier,” Sande
said.
Puckett said she had trouble changii
and remembering her e-id password tl
first few times but has now gotten used
it.
“It used to be more confusing
Puckett said. “But now I’ve learned
rotate passwords so it’s easier.”
Rachel Carlson can be reached at
rcarbon@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

Student
Employment
The on-campus experience
by Allan Lewis
Alestle Managing Editor

College students can find creative
ways to make money, but if working in a
structured environment with flexible work
schedules close to the residence halls is
important to you, an on-campus job may
be exactly what you are looking for.
Student employment at SIUE caters
to nearly 10 percent o f the student body,
and provides numerous benefits that can
only be obtained by working within the
university.
Assistant Director for Student
Employment Sally Mullen said job
openings will be available in nearly every
department o f the university this fall, so
students
looking for employment
opportunities in clerical work, food
service, retail and a host of other areas will
not have to stray too far from campus.
“Specific openings depend on which
departments have students coming back in
the fall from last year but every
department hires student employees,”
Mullen said.
The largest employer o f student
employees at SIUE is Dining Services,
which controls the Morris University
Center’s cafeteria, restaurant, Starbucks,
Kaldi’s and Auntie Anne’s, along with the
Skywalk Cafe between Alumni and
Founders Hall and numerous other oncampus eateries.
Jobs available within Dining Services
encompass everything from helping out
customers to bussing tables and washing

dishes.
“We have people right out on the
lines, people who work directly with
customers and those who don’t,” Dining
Services student personnel Sam Randolph
said.
Randolph said jobs with Dining
Services offer students advancement
opportunities, as well as preferential
placements.
“We try to place students where their
personality fits,” Randolph said. “If you
aren’t
comfortable
working
with
customers but are still a great worker we
can find a place for you.”
While jobs are aplenty at SIUE, the
process to obtain them
remains
competitive, so students are encouraged to
get their applications in early.
“You are competing for a job just like
in any other environment,” Mullen said.
“Don’t just pick just one, because it can be
quite competitive in August.”
One way students can get a leg up in
the job race is by visiting the Student
Jobfinder website frequently. There, you
will be able to see an up-to-date listing of
ah the jobs available at SIUE, and be able
to inquire with employers about openings.
“It is an online referral service that
lists on and off campus jobs,” Mullen said.
“The first time you visit you complete a
profile similar to an application, and from
there you are able to start searching for
jobs.”
Perhaps the biggest benefit of
working at SIUE is the flexible working
schedule, which is designed to allow

S e a n Roberts/Ales

Student maintenance worker Danny Otten, senior marketing major from Peori
vacuums a computer lounge in Cougar Village. Student maintance workers make !
cents above minimum wage, more than many jobs around campus.

students to work and take classes
simultaneously. Every department offering
employment will allow students to go back
and forth between class and work within a
given shift.
“Students turn their class schedules in
to work, and instead of sitting around
doing nothing between classes, why
wouldn’t you want to earn a few bucks and
help out the school?” Randolph said.
“Workers are students first and then a
worker so we can work around scheduling
conflicts with them.”
Randolph said Dining Services will
often give students time off if need be in
order to deflate strenuous workloads.
“If the workers tell us they are doing
too much, we will work with them hand in
hand,” Randolph said. “We will adjust
accordingly.”

Senior business major Sydney Nuls
works in the Morris University Cente
Starbucks, and said the flexible worki
schedule makes things a little bit easier 1
student employees.
“It is convenient, you get out of cl;
and come here,” Nulsen said. “Dini
Services
also
has
advancemc
opportunities, which is also important.”
Benefits aside, Randolph said Dini
Services provides students with a friem
work environment.
“It is really a fun place to worl
Randolph said. “It is friendly, convenie:
and all the workers are just great people
Jobfinder for the fall semester can
found at www.siue.edu/student employme
Allan Lewis can be reached at
alewis@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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G0ING GRI2K
by Rosie Githinji
Alestle Reporter

Students leaving their parent’s houses and everything
familiar behind them to attend a university may be at a
loss o f how they are going to get through the first few
months o f their transition. The answer for some may be
joining a fraternity or sorority.
There are many different options for students who
are interested in joining an organization on campus that
will help them grow academically and personally. There
are 19 fraternities and sororities on the SIUE campus to
pick from, according to John Davenport, Director for
Greek life on campus. These 19 Greek organizations are
separated into three councils and one social sorority,
Gamma Phi Omega. Women interested in joining a
sorority can choose one of the Collegiate Panhellenic
Council (CPC) sororities, which include Alpha Phi, Alpha
Sigma Tau and Delta Phi Epsilon.
There are five fraternities in the Interfraternity
Council Fraternities council, including Alpha Kappa
Lambda, Delta Lambda Phi, Phi Kappa Psi, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Sigma Pi. There are also eight National PanHellenic Council groups, both fraternities and sororities.
The NPHC is traditionally African-American, founded on
a tradition of education, as well as community service.
The fraternities include Alpha Phi Alpha, Iota Phi Theta,
Kappa Alpha Psi and Omega Psi Phi. Sororities in the
NPCH include Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta,
Sigma Gamma Rho and Zeta Phi Beta.
Tiffany Leschke is the president o f the CPC
sororities. She says she would recommend anyone
interested in joining one o f these sororities to check them
out during welcome week. She went to Springboard to
talk to all the incoming freshmen to help build up interest
in the CPC. There are also booths that will be set up with
information about the council and a Facebook group,
according to Leschke.
The booths will have paperwork for students

interested in joining a CPC sorority with a $15
registration fee, according to Leschke. The paperwork
asks those filling it out to tell a little bit about themselves.
“Most girls don’t know which sorority they want to
join when they get here,” Leschke said. “They have a
chance to meet everyone and see which group they would
like to join.”
Tim Mims is in the process o f getting settled in his
position as president o f Sigma Pi. Mims and his fraternity
set up booths during welcome week and also host events
during rush week.
“Usually they are events with free food and free
games,” Mims said.
Sigma Pi does as much on campus as possible,
according to Mims. One project the fraternity works on is
called the Altruistic Campus Experience (ACE) project.
The ACE project is a national philanthropy designed to
give back to the campus. On the SIUE campus, Sigma Pi
does a pig roast, which will be September 10. This is the
seventh year the pig roast will happen, according to
Mims.
Mims said one o f the best reasons he can think of for
joining a fraternity is the fact that new students will have
friends who are already established on campus. Older
fraternity members can help mentor new fraternity
members with what they need to know about campus and
the community.
Sigma Pi also has a program that helps its members
keep up their GPA and they lose benefits if they cannot
keep up with their academic responsibilities.
Mims also said that being in a fraternity or sorority
helps round out individuals as well. They have the chance
to give back to the community and to make a resume look
better.
Anyone thinking about joining a fraternity who is
worried about hazing can be assured that it is not
tolerated.
“There are lots of chapters that have been shut down
for hazing,” Mims said. “I don’t take any chances with my
chapter.”

D errick Hawkins/Alestle

Senior Psychology major Kristen Reynolds of Troy and
Junior Speech Communications major Nicole Masters
of St. Louis paint the rock in Stratton Quadrangle to
promote greek unity. Sorority recruitment begins Sept
14-19.

There will be many events showcasing Greek life on
campus in the first weeks o f the fall semester, according to
Davenport. There will be many activities during welcome
week, which is the first week of the semester. Greeks are
planning on having a carnival with food, drinks and
activities. There will also be a foam party' in Woodland
Hall during rush week.
These events give students a chance to become
familiar with some o f the organizations on campus. Any
student applying must to have a 2.5 GPA for the previous
semester. Freshmen will have to have a high school GPA
of 2.5 for any Greek organization, according to
Davenport. Each organization has different processes for
those who want to join.
For more information on Greek life on campus, visit
www.siue.edu/KIMMEL/Greek.
Rosie Githinji can be reached at rtjithinji@alestlelive.com or 6503527.

Find where you belong
SIU E has 2 1 5 student organizations, should you join one or make one?
by Catherine Kiene
Alestle Reporter

Whether students are interested in going Greek,
furthering their career goals or just whacking each other
with foam swords, odds are SIU E has a student
organization to fit their needs.
Cheryl Heard, assistant director o f the Kimmel
Leadership Center, said there are approximately 215
student organizations at SIU E, covering academic,
professional, recreational, religious, Greek, Greek honor,
honor and special interest organizations.
Heard said one of the main ways students can get
involved on campus is through student organizations, but
warned students to balance their academics with their
extracurriculars.
“They need to decide how much they can handle,”
Heard said
Heard said the bonds formed in student
organizations often lead to job or internship
opportunities, improves networking skills and helps to
build up a student’s resume.
“They help students develop a sense of belonging,”
Heard said. “They become a part o f a community... and
develop lifelong friends.”
Heard said there are also personal benefits, including
enhanced self-esteem, confidence and taking more
responsibility in the classroom.
Student Body President Brandon Rahn said being a
part of student organizations enhances the classroom
experience.
“We sit in class on a daily basis and obtain quite a bit
o f knowledge, but it’s the student organization that really
lets you take that knowledge and apply it to the real

world,” Rahn said.
Heard said during a typical year, 80 percent o f the
organizations maintain an active status. To be active, the
organization must submit a form listing the officers and
faculty adviser, as well as attend a mandatory officer
orientation meeting at the beginning o f the academic year.
I f a group has not registered with the Kimmel
Leadership Center after two consecutive semesters, it will
be considered inactive. The group can also have its status
revoked by the Student Senate, and Heard said the
organization must then wait one full calendar year before
it can be reactivated.
While hundreds of organizations exist at SIUE, each
year more are petitioned to the Student Senate. Heard
said many students visit other universities and return
asking why SIUE does not have a certain organization.
“There is nothing that says we can’t, as long you
follow the guidelines,” Heard said.
To create a new student organization, Heard said a
core group of five students must secure a full time faculty
or staff member to serve as an adviser, and then submit a
petition to organize form to the Kimmel Leadership
Center. Once petitioning status is granted, the
organization has two months to create a constitution and
a list o f proposed goals and activities.
Rahn said the Student Government constitution can
be tricky, and they have an entire committee dedicated to
help petitioning student organizations navigate the route
to approval.
“The constitution is pretty crucial, and its goal is to
really help the organization run smoothly,” Rahn said.
“It’s not the easiest thing to write.”
The Student Organizations Advisory Board will assist
the petitioning group in fine-tuning the constitution and

details. Rahn said the Organizations Relations Officer
(formerly the SOAB chair) is part o f the Student
Government executive board and is responsible for
making sure organizations are prepared for the approval
process. This year’s Organizations Relations Officer is
senior Dennis Doddigarla, and he can be contacted
through the Student Government office.
After the goals, activities and constitution are
prepared, the petitioning group then goes before the
Student Senate, which reviews the constitution, asks
questions o f the members, and then votes to give the
organization official recognition.
Heard said creating a new organization was a
rewarding experience, and an opportunity “to leave a
legacy” at SIUE after the founding students graduate.
Rahn said once a student organization is approved,
there are many opportunities to receive funding from the
Student Senate. All the money comes from the Student
Activity and Organization subfee, which each student
pays. Rahn said the money is saved in a Student
Government account, and if it is not spent in a year, it will
roll over to the next year and is reallocated.
Rahn said there are three main sources o f funds
which can be used: annual allocations, travel requests and
program requests.
According to Rahn, annual allocations are funds to be
used for office and organizational supplies, such as Pepsi
banners and printing costs. I f a group applies for
allocations before Nov. 1, it can receive up to $300. After
Nov. 1, the group can receive up to $150.
Rahn said the group can also apply in the spring
semester for the $ 3 0 0 allocation, to be used in the
ORGANIZATIONS/pg.16
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I’ve been the Chief for five years
now.”
Hays said she likes being at
SIU E because it is a small
community. While it has the same
problems as any municipality, she
does not have to deal with the
problems
associated
with
juveniles and senior citizens.
“The university working
environment is unique,” Hays
said. “You’re usually working
with eighteen to twenty-two year
olds, plus university staff.”
Hays said that because of
this unique community, there is a
unique set of problems.
“The good thing is that you
don’t have to worry about kids
that are a problem because they
are hopefully going to graduate,”
Hays said. “We have to deal with
more problems with drugs and
alcohol and their secondary side
effects. For example, when
people are intoxicated they might
want to fight or damage property
or jump off a balcony into a snow
bank.”
Hays also said the academic
side of the community is unique.
The campus police do not
necessarily need to give a criminal
punishment because they can go
through the student disciplinary
process.
“Instead of a $100 fine and
some supervision that they won’t

take seriously, we can have them
kicked out o f housing or school,
which is more effective,” said
Hays.
As a reminder, the SIUE
campus police would like to stress
to everyone, especially incoming
freshmen, that theft is the biggest
problem at SIUE.
“We remind students to lock
their cars and hide any valuables
they might have in their cars,”
Schmoll said. “Lock your
apartment or dorm and keep
valuables safe. Thefts happen
when people just leave for a little
while. This can easily be avoided
by just locking your door.”
The university police are
located in the Supporting
Services Building and are
available anytime. They also have
a sub-station at Cougar Village
Commons. They can be reached
by dialing 911, by using the
emergency call buttons around
campus, by calling 650-3324, or
650-5670 in Cougar Village.
More information about the
police and their services can be
found by going to their website
at www.siue.edu/police.

Caitlin Doszkewycz can be reached at
cdoszkewycz@alestlclive.com
or 650-3531.
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upcoming fall semester.
The second type of funding is program requests, and Rahn said
an organization can request up to $7,000 each year to fund programs
to enhance student life on campus. Previous events that put on with
these funds include India Night and Africa Night. Program requests
must be made at least 12 weeks prior to the event.
Rahn said a new option for programming funds this year is for
academic programs. I f two or more organizations come together for
an academic program, they can request up to $12,000 from the
$tudent Senate. Rahn said this was implemented for two reasons:
speakers can be very costly for an organization, and Student
Government wanted to encourage more academic events.
“We were funding a lot o f social (events) and not as many
academic, so we really wanted to bump that up,” Rahn said.
Rahn said the organizations that plan the academic event can
spend up to $10,000 to bring speakers to campus, and another $2,000
for decorating and set up costs.
The final type of Student Government funding is a travel request.
Rahn said these funds can be used to travel to conferences that fit with
the organization’s mission or purpose. This includes traveling to club
sporting events off campus.
This year, each organization can request up to $675 per year, an
increase o f $125 from last year. Travel requests must be made at least
45 days prior to the travel date.
To obtain any type of funding, Rahn said the representatives of
the organization must attend a mandatory orientation and funding
seminar put on by Student Government at the beginning of the year.
All the funding information is explained at this meeting, and the
organizations will receive a copy o f the Student Government Funding
Manual.
Although many funding options are available, there are
restrictions. Rahn said money from allocations, programming requests
or travel requests cannot be used for food, alcohol, firearms, or any
type of plaque, trophy or award. They cannot be used to host awards
banquets or for salaries, wages or stipends. They also cannot be used
for any type of political contribution or any contributions to a
charitable or nonprofit organization.
For a complete list o f prohibited items, Rahn said organizations
should see page 6 of the Funding Manual.
For more information on student organizations at SIUE or how
to start one, go to www.siue.edu/kimmel/smorg.
For more information on obtaining funding for student
organizations, go to www.siue.edu/kimmel/sg.
Catherine Klene can be reached at cklene@alestleUve.com or 650-3527.
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Facebook, Twitter, MySpace: Making the Net work
by Rachel Carlson
Alestle A&E Editor

Many people all over the country no longer have to
socialize in person. They can now plop down in front of
the computer and the world materializes in front of them.
From personal emails to the news, the internet continues
to offer more and more ways to stay connected. Now the
social aspect is taking off as well. It is the era o f the social
networking sites.
For the past few years social networking sites like
MySpace, Facebook and Twitter have all provided a
common arena for people, students especially, to socialize,
chat and “follow” their friends and celebrities. Users are
now one wall post or “tweet” away from connecting with
friends and family.
Facebook and MySpace were both launched in 2004
and have now become the welcome distractions for
college and high school students. This year Facebook
reached 150 million users, according to its creator, Mark
Zuckerberg’s, Facebook blog.
Junior biology major Allie Nutt from Chatham has
been a MySpace and Facebook user since high school and
recendy created a Twitter account as well. Nutt said she
joined the sites because all of her friends were on them.
Since then, Facebook has become the site she uses the
most.
“Facebook is a lot more convenient because I can
understand it more and I’ve been using it longer,” Nutt
said. “I f you have friends at other schools you can
comment back and forth too.”
Nutt said she checks her Facebook at least once a day
and her Twitter and MySpace accounts once a month.
Nutt said although she has a Twitter account she
would choose Facebook over it if she had to.
“Twitter is dumb,” Nutt said. “Its only point is to
stalk people.”
Twitter is new to the social networking scene, but
exploded in December 2008 with 4.43 million users, a
large jump from the 500,000 it started the year with,

according to mashable.com. It has quickly become a
celebrity and news favorite.
Users can post a message, also known as a “tweet,”
o f under 140 characters on their profile page. The posts
are then delivered to people who have subscribed to or
“follow” that person.
Twitter has not only been used for fun but also by

llustration by D errick Haw kins

news agencies such as CNN or the New York Times for
delivering breaking news.
Social networking sites are not just for the individual
anymore. Businesses, organizations and universities have
begun to utilize what social networking sites have to offer.
As of now, there is no official social networking site

for the university as a whole, according to SIUE Director
of Public Affairs Greg Conroy, it could be an idea for the
future.
“It’s something we’ve got on our agenda,” Conroy
said. “We’ve got to decide what form it’s going to take.
It’ll be some form o f information dissemination.”
SIU E athletics, however, jumped on the viral
marketing bandwagon last month with the launch o f its
own SIUE Cougars Facebook page. Director of Sports
Information Eric Hess said the athletics program chose to
use Facebook because their target audience is mosdy
made up of Facebook users.
“We needed more avenues to reach our fan base and
reach our alums,” Hess said.
The Cougars page will be used for keeping updates
on athletes and events for every sport. Hess said the
Cougars have a little over 300 fans right now and hopes
the number will keep growing once the fall semester
starts.
“Even if it brings a handful of people (to events) then
it’s accomplished what it’s supposed to,” Hess said.
Social networking sites began as a way to stay
connected with friends but now users have taken them to
a whole new level including using them to chat, listen to
music, exchange pictures and advertise.
Some students have begun using Facebook as a way
to help them study as well. It can be used to not only track
down a classmate for help, but also a way to share
information. Nutt said the photo albums come in handy
when she has a lab practical coming up.
“A lot o f biology people post pictures on Facebook
for people to use before a practical,” Nutt said. “It helps a
lot because I don’t have a camera. This way I can look at
other people’s pictures and (see) different views of what
we’re studying.”

Rachel Carlson cm be reached at rcarlson@alestlelive.com
or 650-3527.

Have a chuckle during class, just don’t LOL
A few websites to relieve stress for "average lifers5 dealing with an "FM E world
by Jeff Mason
Alestle Reporter

We’ve all been there before. You know, you’re staring
at your monitor at midnight the night before a huge 10page paper is due and just need something to distract you
from describing how Captain Ahab and Moby Dick
remind you o f Speedy Gonzales and Sylvester the Cat. Or,
maybe you are craving a late night double chocolate cake.
Or perhaps you need to download the newest Black Eyed
Peas album for a research paper on how you think Fergie
doesn’t really understand what words mean. In all cases,
these Web sites will help out.

So let’s say you are struggling at writing this
previously mentioned paper the night before it’s due. A
simple trip to Video Jug (videojug.com) can get you on
the right track by giving you advice on how to write a
good research paper. Or, if you’d like to go a less
conventional route, you could look up one o f Video Jug’s
videos on how to seduce your teacher. Now let’s say your
teacher just doesn’t feel the same way about you and you
get back to your car, only to find a ticket from your
friendly neighborhood parking services employee (trust
me, it’ll happen). Well, Video Jug can help you get out of
it. But let’s say instead, you flip out and slam your car into
Rendleman. Now you’re really in a pickle, but fret not,
because Video Jug can get you ready for
prison too! For everyone else, everything
from recipes to lifestyle and speedreading tips are available in short 2-4
minute videos.
Ok, so maybe you want to take a
break from learning and do some... light
reading on the good old internet. First
stop, F My Life (fmylife.com), where you
can find out all of the extraordinary and
embarrassing things people have done
over the last few days. But maybe you are
a little more timid and can’t relate to any
of FMEs stories. Then perhaps My Life is

How To Dance Like The Go-Go's

Average (mylifeisaverage.com) is for you. MLIA is an ode
to all the little things we do that we would probably never
tell anyone were it not for the anonymity of the Internet.
Think o f it as the Cheerios to FMLs Count Chocula.
And finally, if you’re new to living on campus, you
may soon find yourself staring at a letter from Interscope
or Sony BMG telling you to stop downloading their
music illegally. Best way to counter it? No, not calling
Student
Legal
Services,
but
Amazon
MP3
(amazon.com/mp3). With album prices that are usually
cheaper than iTunes and a daily discounted album (new
Green Day, Moby and Black Eyed Peas have been
featured) available for $1 to $4, Amazon can save you a
few dollars better spent on your significant other or those
parking tickets that are sure to pile up. Seriously, it’s going
to happen. Be prepared.
Jeff Mason can be reached at jmason@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

amazon.com

MP3 Oallv Ueal
Today's
special:
The 99

albums

W est

Essentmi
Masterpieces.

hand-selected
by our editors

Everyday low price:
$7.99.

amazon

? Today's price: 12.99

Today, I received my passport in the mail. They got my trtftM at* wrong. Then I picked tip my t e t h certificate
tlsai t had
m with the application, Tom s out my parents liave been cetebfM M g my hirshday on she wrong day

far I§ ymn. t Mi..

F M y tife

Get th* guts to sprit

beans

MyLifelsAverage
L ife Is p r e t t y n o r m a l t o d a y .

Today a UPS guy delivered a package to me. 1 answered the door in my FedEx uniform
because I was about to leave for work, it was very awkward. MLIA
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The Alestle is now on
Follow us at www.twitter.com/Ales1ie and
www.twitter.com/AlestleSports

Check us for breaking news and
sports updates during games!
www.alestlelive.com features articles, photos,
video, blogging, reader comments, the Alestle
Dining Guide and other web-exdusive content
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llustration by Derrick Hawkins

by Jeff Mason
Alestle Reporter

Back in the 1940’s, computers were massive pieces o f machines
that were meticulously operated by trained military professionals for
the most advanced calculations in the world. The chairman of IBM at
the time, Thomas Watson, famously predicted that, “computers in the
future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons.”
Man was he wrong.
But with so many choices, and so many ways to lose these
wonderful devices, it can become a problem to pick out the right
computer and how to keep it safe.
For those with horseless carriages, I mean cars, a trip to the local
Best Buy or Office Depot can result in the purchase of a fine machine
for all of your advanced calculations, and perhaps even a casual
glimpse at a less than scholarly Web site.
But for those who are a little more locked in on campus, there is
an Apple store in the newly remodeled (and cozier) University
Bookstore. New SIUE alumnus and Apple store employee Jordan
Dowdy said the computer you need depends on, well, your needs.
“I would go with a laptop,” Dowdy said. “It really depends on the
courses someone has and their needs. Some people don’t feel like
carrying a laptop around, some people just prefer having a desktop
because they feel more organized.”
The Apple store can also repair your Mac computer, whether you
bought it there or not, and also sells software at academic pricing.
Dowdy said compatibility issues with Macs have mostly been
eliminated thanks to their ability to run both Windows and Mac
operating systems.
“Any warning about compatibility is out the window now because
you can run both operating systems... (and) somebody here at the
store can show them how to do it,” Dowdy said.
So now that you have your wonderful machine, how do you make
sure it stays safe, even if it is a desktop? The SIUE police’s website says
the best thing to do is to always lock your door, keep anything
valuable out of plain sight and to not leave guests alone in your room.
Sophomore early childhood education major Brooke Walker of
Williamsville lived in the residence halls last year and said she had not
run into any issues with computer theft, but had friends who were not
as lucky.
“I personally have had nothing stolen, but I have had a few
friends that have,” Walker said. “Somebody did get their laptop stolen
and some had cash stolen and a camera stolen... I’ve heard a few other
people, but not many.”
Taking precautions such as locking your door may not be hard,
but other safety precautions may not be as obvious or may seem
tedious, but when it is a thousand dollar piece o f equipment, Walker
said it is better to stay safe.
“If you go to the library or anywhere really, don’t leave your
laptop sitting there,” Walker said. “If you go to the bathroom take it
with you.”

J e ff Mason can be reached at jmason@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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No good looks needed for this discount
Cougar card can get discounts at select
stores in Edwardsville, Glen Carbon
by Aren Dow
Alestle Opinion Editor

The Cougar Card, which has the ability to pay for
virtually every expense on campus, also has a few perks
outside SIUE as well.
A committee within Student Government has been
dedicated to contacting merchants about providing
discounts to SIU E students and faculty members.
Students just need to present their Cougar ID card at the
time o f purchase, and can receive as much as 20 percent
off an entire purchase.
External Affairs Officer Barrett Feltmeier is currendy
in the process of contacting area merchants for their
support this year.
“The SIU E student discount is something my
committee puts on. We contact local businesses in the
area, in return they get advertising for their company,”
Feltmeier said.
A total o f 36 businesses were on board last year with
the program. It is the vendor’s decision of what their
discount will be, although most fall between a 10 percent
and 20 percent discount.
While many merchants are part o f the food industry,
there were also several tanning and hair salons. The list
even included car care from Midas and shipping from
UPS.
Some merchants affiliated with the program last year
noticed the discount helping their business. T-shirt retail

F o r a c o m p le te

store “The Grind” said students used the discount “quite
a few times,” and Cold Stone Creamery said 10 to 15
students would use it on the weekend. Both places offered
10 percent off on purchases.
Feltmeier said the list o f businesses is renewed every
year.
Senior marketing major Jasmine Jones said she rarely
has used her discount in the past, but only because she is
unsure which businesses are part o f the program.
“I f I knew who had the discount, I would use it
more,” Jones said.
Feltmeier said he was aware of the issue and was
looking at different ways to improve the communication
this year to students about the discounts.
“That is something I’m trying to work on, is
informing students about the discounts,” Feltmeier said.
“We may try to have cards that fit in your wallet which
include the businesses and are easier to transport that
way.”
Another aspect which may have confused students to
which stores provided the discount were the red and black
“We Welcome SIUE Student” signs. Not every business
that displays these signs, however, is part of the program.
Feltmeier said he hopes to supply merchants with more
specific signs letting students know who offers discounts.
Feltmeier said he asked students which businesses
they frequent or would like to see offer a discount. Such
stores included Target and Buffalo Wild Wings, but
Feltmeier said getting a large chain store could be

lis t o f S I U E

by Caitlin Doszkewycz
Alestle Reporter

The Gardens at SIUE have been expanding rapidly
over the years and 2009 has marked some o f its biggest
changes. July 31, 2009 marked the dedication o f the
Gardens newest feature, “The Lantern,” an Asian style
garden pergola surrounded by white pine trees.
The Lantern features a small amphitheater that will
be available for events. The Lantern is a “Senior
Capstone” Project for students and was made possible by
The Gardens, community philanthropists and the SIUE
Department of Construction Management.
According to the SIUE website, the Gardens are 35
acres o f the campus. The Gardens contains a one and a
half mile path that goes through stretches of woodlands
and grasslands with natural areas and gardens, including
the Hardy Family Wind Forest, the Edward Chase Garvey

difficult.
“It is a lot easier to work with local businesses than
bigger companies,” Feltmeier said. “It’s harder to get
through to corporate offices.”
The list of businesses has yet to be completed, but
Feltmeier hopes for a similar list as last year.
Once all businesses have been finalized for the
program, information for different savings can be found
at the Kimmel Leadership Center.
Aren Dow cm be reached at adm@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

s tu d e n t d is c o u n t lo c a tio n s , see p a g e 2 5

The grass
is always
greener...
SIU E ’s own botanical garden
incorporates influences, plants
from many cultures

D errick Hawkins/Alestle

Students can locate merchants who offer the SIUE
student discount by the signs displayed in business
windows.

t h e ^S g a r d e n s

A T S tU e

The Gardens at SIUE is a part of the Missouri Botanical Gardens Signature Gardens. Expansion
projects have incorporated many different cultural influences, the most recent being an Asian style
garden pergola called “The Lantern."

Memorial Gardens and the Donal Myer Arboretum. The
Gardens also feature sculptures and other works o f art.
Director o f the Gardens at SIUE Doug Conley said
the property originally existed as an arboretum or
collection of trees.
“Around 2004, community leaders and university
faculty and administration got the idea to expand the
mission of the property in cooperation with the Missouri
Botanical Garden,” Conley said. “We are actually a
Botanical Garden’s Signature Garden.”
As a one o f three Missouri Botanical Garden
Signature Gardens, the Gardens at SIUE have a set of
criteria they must meet which are set by the Garden’s own
board in accordance with the master plan. Some of these
criteria include proper horticultural display and
maintenance practices, the offering o f educational
programs and the continued evolution as a public garden
to retain Signature Garden status. The Garden’s design

also includes The Bloomin’ 'e' Terrace, The Scholar’s Walk,
The Pinnacle and The Shade Stroll.
Conley said the board’s cooperation with the
Missouri Botanical Garden was a nice working
arrangement.
Today, the Gardens at SIUE have plenty o f new
features, Conley said.
“If you’ve been out to the Edwards Chase Garvey
Sun Gardens recently, you’ll see we did a very nice project
in cooperation with the master gardeners and with the
ornithological class to enhance the bird garden,” Conley
said.
More information on the Gardens at SIUE or
volunteer and donation opportunities can be found by
visiting www.siue.edu/gardens or by calling 650-3788.
Caitlin Doszkewycz can be reached at cdoszkewycz@alestlelive.com
or 650-3527.
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1. Student Fitness Center/
Vadalabene Center
2. Science Building
3. Engineering Building
4. Evergreen Hall
5. Metcalf Theater
6. Dunham Hall
7. Art & Design Building
8. Center for Sustainability
and Spirituality

9. Morris University Center
10. Peck Hall
11. Rendleman Hall
12. Woodland Hall
13. Founders Hall
14. Lovejoy Library
15. Alumni Hall
k The Student Success Center has been e
16. Prairie Hall
by the Alestle, as well as additions to th
17. Student Success
Center. Actual area of these buildings ai
Center*
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Personal expression on
campus isn’t always
done with pastels

i

D errick Hawkins//Alestle

Graduate student Jennifer
Flores works on one of her
painting in her studio space
in the Art & Design building
in the Spring 2009
semester. One of Flores’
paintings was later turned
into a billboard, called
“Relative Toxicity” in
Louis, Mo.

by Rosie Githinji
Alestle Reporter

Students interested in expressing their creativity
through the fine arts do not need to be a music or theater
major. SIUE features many outlets for music, art and
theater students or students simply interested in the arts.
The art department has new electronic digital display
boards that let students know current events on campus.
Art and Design Department Chair John DenHouter said
there will be messages displayed providing information
about exhibitions and events on campus.
DenHouter also said there are facilities in the Fine
Arts Building that make getting their supplies easier. The
Cage in the Art and Design Department offers
competitive prices and is convenient for students on
campus.
Graduate student Natalie Nauert o f Quincy has been
working in The Cage for about seven years and is the

assistant manager.
“It is a basic art supply store,” Nauert said. “It is
nothing elaborate.”
The art store sells paper products for drawing classes

“ We are always looking fo r
people to help us. 7
-Valerie G oldston, D unham H all Theater
M anager
and photography classes. They also offer drawing supplies
like charcoal and drawing pencils. The art store tries to
cater to art students by keeping The Cage open from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., but it depends on student worker
schedules, according to Nauert.
Prices for supplies are marked up just enough to pay

for student worker salaries, according to Nauert. They
carry supplies for all levels o f classes in the department.
“We have a limited amount of supplies. If students
want anything specific or o f different quality, they will
have to go somewhere else,” Nauert said. “It comes down
to what classes students are taking and we are trying to
sell it at the cheapest prices we can.”
The Cage accepts credit cards, checks, cash and
Cougar Cards with a debit plan, according to Nauert.
Students should know the first few weeks are busy and
have long lines since everyone is trying to get their
supplies. Nauert suggested students should come in as
soon as they can to avoid this.
Students who are interested in the theater have the
chance to work on stage or behind the scenes, according
to Theater Department Chair Peter Cocuzza.
It is not necessary to be a theater major to do so
though. Any student is welcome to audition for the

ARTISTS/pg.25
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Arts & Entertainment Student discounts
Theatre & Dance
schedule
Good ‘N ’ Plenty
October 14-18
Dunham Hall Theater
Dance In Concert 2009
November 11-15
Dunham Hall Theater
W hamm y!!: The Seven Secrets to
a Sane S elf
December 2-6
M etcalf Theater
Dog Sees God: Confessions o f a
Teenage Blockhead
February 24-28
Dunham Hall Theater
Intimate Apparel
April 21-25
Dunham Hall Theater

Jazz Band Concert
October 21
7 :3 0 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theater
Orchestra Performance
October 23
7 :3 0 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theater
Jazz Band Concert
November 17
7 :3 0 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theater
Concert Band and Wind Ensemble
Conceit
December 8
7 :3 0
Dunham Hall Theater
Orchestra Performance
December 11
7 :3 0
Dunham Hall Theatre

Music schedule
Coffee Concert
October 12
Lovejoy Library Abbott
Auditorium
Concert Band and Wind
Ensemble Concert
October 20
7:30 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theatre

Art and Design
schedule
A R TE A ST Studio Tour 2009
October 17-18
11 a.m. -5 p.m.

Arts & Issues
Visit www.siue.edu/artsandissues
for a complete list o f events.

Participants

Discounts

AMP Salon
Aztec Tan & Salon
Bella Milano
BIPOD: Walk, Run, Live
Blimpie Subs & Salads
Bodies in Balance

10%
15%
20% off meal
10%
Free 22 oz drink w/ purchase
$5 eyebrow waxing w/ 6th free,
10% off massage
10%
20% off accessories
$30 off eyeware
10%
10%
$99 for 4 month membership w/
sign up fee
10% off services and products
10% (not including bikes or
fitness mach)
15%
10%
10%
Free small fry, drink with
purchase of Thickburger. Free
chips, salsa, small drink
w/ purchase of chicken or beef
Red Burrito
In store specials with ID
1/2 off membership enrollment
($39.98); $20 off for faculty and
staff w/ ID
10%
10%
10% off Monday-Thursday
10% off monthly membership
fees
10%
10%
Discounted rates on eye exams,
contacts, eye glasses and
accessories
10%
$25 per month unlimited or $10
per week unlimited
$3 tans, one week unlimited level
one beds or $10, unlimited
monthly $18.88 plus 50%
off upgrades & 20% off lotion
10%
20% off accessories
10% off wine purchases
15%, free WiFi, Free mini scone
w/ purchase of large coffee or
medium specialty coffee

China King
Cingular Wireless
Clarkson EyeCare
Cold Stone Creamery
Culver’s
Curves
Custom Cuts
Cyclery & Fitness Center
Dairy Queen (Edwardsville)
Dairy Queen (Glen Carbon)
Great Clips (Troy Road)
Hardees (Glen Carbon)

Hollywood Tan
Image Sun

La Fonda
Midas
NORI Sushi & Japanese Grill
Our Health Club and Spa
Quiznos
Robert Clark Salon & Spa
Sears Optical (Edwardsville)

Shangrila
Sundazzlers Tanning
The Tan Company

The UPS store
Verizon Wireless
Vinter’s Cellar’s of Edwardsville
Wise Choice Coffees & More

ARTISTS
from pg. 2 4

different productions put on by the department, according to
Cocuzza.
Cocuzza said there are different organizations for students to
participate in. The Student Experimental Theater Organization
(SETO) is an organization for students, run by students. There is also
the University Dance Organization (UDO), which is open to any
student who is interested in participating in dance. For students who
want to work in design, technical elements or backstage there is the
United States Institute o f Theater Technology (USITT).
Theater Manager Valerie Goldston said she encourages any
student who would like to help behind the scenes to contact her. These
students can take classes that will be a part of their credit hours.
“We are always looking for people to help us, people who can sew
or do construction,” Goldston said.
The music department has many different concerts throughout
the year. These range from student concerts to faculty concerts. All
concerts are open to the public for anyone interested.
For more information on fine arts groups visit
www. si ue.edu/artsandsciences.
Rosie Gitlrinji can be reached at rgithinji@alestlelm.com or 650-3531.

Ju n e Farley//Alestle

from left to right Lee Turner (visiting artist from UK - master printer and director of hole editions, which
is a fine art print publishing studio in Newcastle, United Kingdom, Cayla Scherf, Kristen Bartel (second
year printmaking graduate student), and Jessi Cerutti
Hole Editions, The SIUE Printmaking Area, and Runout Press are collaborating on an artist's book
project titled: Love : Hate featuring 10 artists from across the states.
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For prayer, guidance or coffee
Center for Spirituality and Sustainability soothes the overworked
by Caitlin Doszkewycz
Alestle Reporter

The Center for Spirituality and Sustainability is a
helpful resource in the SIU E community where
students, faculty and staff alike are invited to study,
pray, rest, attend meetings, socialize and reflect.
Formerly known as the Religious Center, the Center
for Spirituality and Sustainability is located west of the
Morris University Center on South Circle Drive next
to visitor's parking lot B.
Everyone is welcome at the center and the
establishment of an accepting, inter-faith community is
one of the center’s primary goals. Juli Jacobson,
business administrator for the center, said it offers free
fair trade coffee and teas to students as well as a
peaceful place to relax.
“It’s a quiet and comfortable place on campus,”
Jacobson said. “Students can just come here to get
away. We have couches they can nap on and computers
that are on the university system they can use.”
The center houses campus ministries for a variety
of religions while encouraging the sharing of laiths in
the spiritual community of SIUE. The center’s website
states these ministries are dedicated to keeping
religious faith and experience in contact with higher
education with a mission to assist students, faculty and
staff who are seeking to develop or enrich their
spiritual lives.
The center has recently added an element o f the
“green” mentality to their goals and now also seeks to

CENTER/pg.28

H u n te r Creel/Alestle

Senior sculpture major Emily Dunlap (left), junior graphic design major Vanessa Tutka (center), junior graphic design
major Jasmine Haas (right) take a break from their summer classes outside the Center for Spirituality and
Sustainability. The center, located under the unique blue dome designed by world-reknowned architect Buckminster
Fuller, has many purposes, including the establishment of an accepting, inter-faith community at SIUE.

survival
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Expand your Horizons through the
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bring “green” practices into the building. The programming.”
Calzetta said she personally offers services to
center also focuses on bringing educational
programs about sustainability to the SIUE campus help with any problems students may have
pertaining to spiritual direction and guidance or just
and local communities.
The center offers the assistance of ministers to problems in general.
“I’m willing to give any kind of help. Students
anyone in the SIUE community who is seeking
religious enlightenment or for aid with other issues. are always welcome to stop by my office,” Calzetta
Through the center, these ministers offer classes and said.
The CNSU offers a variety o f different
other activities as well as pastoral counseling and
listening sessions and individual and group prayer. activities for the SIUE community throughout the
Ministers at the center are also available to connect school year. Many of these activities are charity
students, faculty and staff with other resources both related, a mission o f the Catholic church, and
include a Shoe Drive, which aids in both providing
on and off campus.
According to Jacobson, both Catholic and shoes and helping get water to the people of Kenya,
Protestant services can be found at the center. and overnight mission trips to help needy families.
The center is easy to find for those in need as it
However, the former Protestant organization
housed in the center, the United Campus is located in the geodesic dome by the engineering
Ministries, disbanded and has now been replaced by building. Renowned architect, cosmologist, teacher,
Shurtleff Baptist Campus Ministry. Catholic services and former SIUE faculty member R. Buckminster
Fuller built the dome with the assistance of architect
are offered through Catholic Campus Ministry.
Shoji Sadao. The facility is
Rob Kirbach is the
designed to resemble the
campus pastor for Shurtleff
make-up of planet earth and
Baptist Campus Ministry
stands
with
surveyorand representative for the
certified
mathematical
American Baptist Churches
exactitude. The dome’s glass
o f the United States. He said
is colored with a transparent
his organization is a mainline
blue ocean and white land
Protestant group.
outlines, which are astride
“In the fall, we will be
the Earth’s true 90th
offering a Protestant worship
western
meridian
of
service, which I call a chapel
”
longitude. Additionally, the
service, every Tuesday at
-Juli Jacobson , business
dome is also a true
lunch time,” Kirbach said.
planetarium for the northern
“Every week we will offer an
adm inistrator for the C enter for
hemisphere. According to
ecumenical prayer time,
Spirituality and Sustainability
Jacobson, the dome is the
where students can offer
only one left o f the two built
prayer requests or just pray
by Fuller and it is now an
about campus issues, as well
Edwardsville Landmark.
as classes for students.”
The dome is available to rent for studying,
Kirbach said students are welcome to stop by
the center just to talk, pray or get help with other meetings, weddings, memorials, showers and
conferences or for rest and relaxation for the SIUE
issues.
“I’m here to serve students with whatever community. The building has a beautiful view and
features outdoor seating, a “dome room” that serves
spiritual needs or issues they have,” Kirbach said.
Sister Claudia Calzetta is the representative for as a chapel, a library for religious books and
the Catholic Campus Ministry at SIUE. Calzetta periodicals covering a multitude of topics, and two
said Catholic mass is offered in the center every student lounges. There are also a number o f
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and evening mass is offered at resources available to those renting the dome, many
its new time o f 7:00 p.m., when classes are in o f which are available at no extra charge.
The center has hours on Monday through
session.
Calzetta said the campus has its own branch of Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and the SIUE
the Catholic Newman Student Union and that the community is encouraged to drop in whenever they
student community is welcome to join or take part feel the need. The center can be reached by phone
at 650-3246 and more information can be found by
in the services offered by CNSU.
“The Catholic Newman Student Union is a visiting their website at www.siue.edu/religion.
spiritual, social and service oriented organization,”
Calzetta said. “On Monday night the CNSU offers
Caitlin Doszkewycz can be reached at
cdoszkewycz@alestlelive.com or 650-3531.
a combination o f Bible study and spiritual

“It’s a quiet and
comfortable place on
campus. Students
can just come here to
jqet away.

F r o z e n

C u s tc ir d

245 S. Buchanan S tre e t
Edwardsville, IL 62025
www.anniesfrozencustard.com

618-656-0289
55 cents o f f a regular or large
concrete or sundae with
student ID
Annie’s is YOUR hometown
frozen custard shop
Check out our website for specials and upcoming events

BEDS • BEDS • BEDS

S IM V W S
H a s L a n d e d o n T w o L u x u r io u s
M a ttr e s s S e ts a t BEDS * BEDS • BEDS
O U T THE D OO R PRICES
Include Sales Tax &
W arranty.

CARMEL FOAM
LARGO PLUSH ENCASEDPILLOWTOP

The Alestle is also
online at
alestlelive.com

All Purchases O r
L a ya w a y Must Be Made
b y Sept. 30, 2009

Twin Set 19922
Full Set 2592Q
Queen Set 29922
King Set 39922

Twin Set 23922
Full Set 29922
Queen Set 33922
King Set 49922

50-75)4Oil EVERYDAY!
SIMMONS QUEEN REG. $999 NOW $300-600
We Buy Quality Bedding and Sell It Inexpensively!
How? Because•••

Visit now for news
updates and more

We Buy Discontinued Covers, Cancellations & Beautiful Factory Closeouts.

"OUR LOW OVERHEAD MEANS BETTER PRICES!"

345-5544

224 Vandalia,
*

®

Collinsville, IL

I

r 5 " '. '

Its.......................

.
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SIUE Health Service (Cougar Care) Has
Moved!

Wa

T h e A le s tle n e e d s
S p o rts R e p o rte rs

Health Service is N ow Located in the
N E W Student S u ccess Center
Room 0220 (Low e r Level)

Apply at the Alestle

• All SIUE students may use Health Service (bring your SIUE ID card each visit)
• Routine visits are no charge for a currently enrolled student
• A minimal fee is assessed for lab testing, physical exams, immunizations, and pharmacy items

Alestle office, second floor of the
Morris University Center

Contact: Kenneth Long

Examples of Services Offered Include:
Physician Visits for short term illnesses
STD Screening & Treatment
Tuberculosis Skin Testing
Health Education Programs

H e lp

Routine Examinations
Birth Control Methods
Immunizations
Blood Pressure Checks

Alestle editor-in-chief, for more
information at 650-3530

Please call our office to schedule an appointment (618) 650-2842
SIUE Health Service
Campus Box 1055
Edwardsville, IL 62026-1055
Telephone:
(618) 650-2842 (Clinical Care)
Fax:
(618) 650-5839
Website:
www.siue.edu/HEALTH

For All Serious Injuries or Illnesses - Please Call 911 for Immediate Assistance

Textbook Service
200 University Park Dr., Rm 1121
Student Parking: Use Lot P4
Phone: 618-650-3020
http://www.siue.edu/muc/textbooks.shtml

F A L L

2 0 0 9

August
August
August
August
August
August
August

S C H E D U L E

O F

E X T E N D E D

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday - Thursday
Friday

17-20
21
22
23
24
25-27
28

IS S U E

H O U R S

8:00am - 6:30p.m.
8:00am - 4:30p.m.
8:00am - 5:00p.m.
11:00am - 5:00p.m.
8:00am - 8:00p.m.
8:00am - 7:00p.m.
8:00am - 4:30p.m.

S IU E Student ID card is required to rent textbooks
Regular Semester Hours:
Monday
Tuesday - Friday
Reminders:

8am - 6:30pm
8am - 4:30pm

If you drop a class, return your textbook immediately
Textbooks not needed during the semester
may be returned at any time during the semester
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SIUE students, faculty and staff save when they shop
Apple at Cougar Tech. Visit today!
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H e lp W a n te d /
T h e A le s tle n e e d s jo u r n a lis ts .

INTERNATIONAL RESTAURANT
D e lic io u s C h in e s e , A m e r ic a n ,
Japanese &

Ita lia n F o o d

E a t in o r t a k e o u t

W

e

a r e

lo o k in g

f o r ...

✓

R e p o rte rs

✓

S p o rts R e p o rte rs

✓

C o p y E d ito r s

✓

L a y o u t A r tis ts

Sushi Bar and Mongolian B B Q Everyday
Over 200 items to choose from!
10% o ff individual meal
if you show yo u r SIUE ID card

Apply at
the Alestle

122 South Buchanan St.
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Contact:
Kenneth Long,

( 6 1 8 ) 6 9 2 -6 8 8 8
Open 7 days a week
Mon. - Sun. 10:30am - 9:30pm
Across from the Edwardsville Library and Park
in Downtown Edwardsville

A le s t le
e d it o r - in - c h ie f,
f o r m ore
in fo r m a t io n a t

650-3530

R
SIU -E S T U D E N T S ****
Famous homemade onion rings
$5 1-Topping PIZZA NIGHT 59
* D RIN K S P E C IA L S **

I'he most interesting

m e n in th e w o r ld

Just 6 miles away!
Go west on New Poag Road 3 mi.
Right on 111 N 3mi,
Left on S. 6th St at curve
.1 miles ahead on right to great prices,
great food and great fun!!
***D A ILY LUNCH S P E C IA L S ***
575 S 6th S tre e t, Wood R iver, I L 62095
(618) 254-1310

For more information, find the

Rush Sigma Pi Pall 2009
c ?

group on Facebook

* MONDAY NIGHT ♦TUESDAY NIGHT -

$.25 Wings $1.75 Domestic Bottles
$ 1 Draft Beer &
Peel & Eat Shrimp $.35/each

♦WEDNESDAY NIGHT

$5 Pizza & $2.00 Rail drinks

♦THURSDAY NIGHT -

$3 Margaritas and Tequila Shots,

♦FRIDAY NIGHT -

Fried Tacos
$10 Domestic buckets
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W E'VE STOOD THE TEST OF TIME

TheSIUeCreditUnionwasstartedfiftyyears
agotohelptheSIU6communityreceiveloansand
participateinsavingsplans.Alothaschangedovertheyearsbut
somethingshavestayedthesame. Westill provideexcellentservice
andwetreatourmemberslikefamily.Weareproudofourreputationasafull
servicefinancial institutionwithall oftheprofessional servicesofasmall townbank.
Checking & savings
• Mortgage loans
• Vehicle loans
• Online banking & bill pay

•

•
•
•
•

Payroll deduction
Direct deposit
Visa credit & debit cards
24 hr ATM at 480 University Park Dr.

1566 Lewis Road Box 1069 Edwardsville, IL 62026
618.650.3760 www.siuecu.org
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S T A R T L E A D IN G O T H E R S .

S T A R T D E F IN IN G Y O U R S E L F

START

T A R T iS T R O N G
T h e r e s s t r o n g . T h e n t h e r e s A r m y S t r o n g . E n r o ll in A r m y

s% c^Esnj

R O T C at S I U E d w a r d s v i l l e t o cjet t h e t r a i n i n g , e x p e r i e n c e
a n d s k il ls n e e d e d t o m a k e y o u a l e a d e i

‘S 'f iS

A r m y R O T E also

o f f e r s full t u i t i o n s c h o l a r s h i p s up t o u p t o 1 0 0 % . A m i
w h e n y o u g r a d u a t e , y o u II he an At m y O f f i c e r . S t a r t hy
e n r o l l i n g in M S I 101.

ARMYROTC

vv w r w s i u e . e d u I r o t c

Welcome back to SIU Edwardsville!
Enroll in one of our Military Science classes and see if you are up to the challenge!
Contact M A J Michael Porch at 6 1 8 -6 5 0 -2 5 0 0 or email mporch@siue.edu
.'O g :»

f*n <>y <!\e y f t l

At tu t

f i t f M * r * ? .« s 'V « i r
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A pre-season look around
the athletic department
SIUEathletics prepare for
second D-l season
by Allan Lewis and T.J Cowell
Alestle Managing Editor and Alestle Sports Editor

The summer is a slow time for sports at SIUE, but
the university’s coaching staff used it as a time for
progress in order to achieve future success.
The SIUE Cougars recieved their first taste o f
Division I action last year, and while some teams
encountered an unwelcome wake-up call and suffered a
number of tough defeats, others thrived.

The softball team won 40 games and knocked off the fall, both men’s and women’s soccer, volleyball,
two top 25 opponents and recieved a few votes in the wrestling and men’s and women’s basketball are
national poll themselves. The track and field team broke scheduled to begin their second season o f D-I play.
a wide array of school records. The volleyball team
Here is an overview o f ever}' team at the university,
competed, and nearly hit the .500 mark. The first year of including those beginning in the spring, and what to
D-I play is rough, but SIUE seemed to adjust to the expect moving forward.
challenge.
Over the summer changes have been made. The
track teams have new coaches running the show, and each
Alestle sports cm be reached atsports@akstlelive.com
sport has recruited accomplished high school athletes. In
or 650-3524.
--------

Men’s Basketball
SIUE men’s basketball wasted little time LeShaun Murphy of Sachse, Texas.
Forrester said his team needs to improve on
hitting the long, rough road to Division I in its
2008-2009 season. Under second year Head rebounding and playing with a physical edge.
Coach Lennox Forrester, the Cougars went 10-20
“Part of what we need to work on comes from
toughness,” Forrester said. “We are trying to build,
overall, boasting a 7-3 record at home.
The Cougars have three returning starters in not make excuses. Our outlook is always going to
be positive.”
senior guard Aamir
McCleary, junior center
Forrester’s Cougars
will need to maintain that
Nikola Bundalo and
“ We are trying to build, not
sophomore
guard
positive attitude with a
schedule that, on paper,
Mark
Yelovich.
make excusesV
appears even tougher
Yelovich paced SIUE
-L en n o x Forrester
offensively with 13.7
than last season’s. SIUE
head m en’s basketball coach
jumps right into the dog
points per game, while
McCleary
led
the
pound with its regular
Cougars in assists last season.
season opener in Champaign at the University of
Cougar fans will see a local product in 6-foot- Illinois on Friday, November 13. The Cougars will
4 forward Anthony Mitchell, who signed a have little time to recover as they host Illinois State
scholarship award letter with SIUE in April. The University at the Vadalabene Center two days later.
Forrester said he expects to see the SIUE fan
East St. Louis native will have three years of
base grow as the D-I process also continues to
playing eligibility in Cougar uniform.
More young talent for the Cougars will come progress.
from 6-foot-9 freshman center Zeke Schneider of
“It is a building process,” Forrester said.
Metamora, who adds size to the roster. Additional “Hopefully our fans will jump on board with us.”
quickness will come from 6-foot-1 freshman guard

—_____________
Alestle File Photos

W om en’s Basketball
Despite a 5-24 record last season, women’s players will be new,” Levens said. “We have three
basketball head coach Amanda Levens remains all new players over six foot and that’s exciting.”
optimistic her team can turn competing into
Other new recruits include Erica Askew, a
winning.
player noted by the Chicago Tribune as a player to
The makeup of the team is not without watch and Courtney Kenner o f St. Louis, who
turnover, with seven new student-athletes joining helped Incarnate Word to a state championship in
seven returning players.
2006 and a second place finish last year.
Size was a problem for the Cougars last
Last season gave Levens a barometer to
season.
5-foot-11
measure expectations for
forward Jenny Wuest
her team this season.
“ We have three all new players
was
the
tallest
“We established our
Cougar, but three sixexpectations and we did
footers will enter the over six foot and that’s excitinjf
have
our
positives,”
fray to try and
Levens
said.
“We
were
— Amanda Levens
alleviate the size
competitive
and
in
a
lot
of
head w om en’s basketball coach
disadvantage, which
games, and we attribute
plagued the team.
that to how well our
Levens hopes recruits Raven Berry, Michaela players work and execute. We have more depth,
Herrod and Whitney Champlin, a transfer from size and athleticism, and we hope we can come out
Oregon State, can fill those holes.
on the other side o f some o f those games.”
Champlin sat out last season as a requirement
Returning, the Cougars will have a number of
o f her transferring.
players who contributed last season, including
“We are going to have a lot of new players, senior guard Ashley Bey and sophomore guards
with experience in the back court, but the post Melia Duncan and Madison Meade.
Alestle File Photo
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Baseball
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Upon entering his 32nd year as skipper of
SIUE will
enterits second year o f D-I
Cougar baseball, SIUE baseball Head Coach Gary competition looking to take a step forward. Collins
Collins will look to rebuild. Last spring, Collins said he will expect senior leadership from key
finished his first year of Division I transition with players, including outfielder Adam Eggemeyer,
a 15-39 campaign with
first
baseman
Mike
notable
wins
over _____________________ ________________
Hopkins and shortstop
Memphis
University
Mike Hurt. Senior pitchers
Spencer Patton and Luke
and Butler University.
Last season was a learning Vine will pace the Cougars
The
Cougars
endured a rough road
on the mound.
with only six home experience. I had a good group
“We are returning
games in its first year as
some o f our best players,”
of guys to share it with. ”
a member of the Ohio
Collins said. “I hope the
Valley
Conference.
work ethic and attitude of
-G ary C ollins,
SIUE peaked in its 2009
our seniors to carry over to
head baseball coach
season with a four game
the younger guys.”
..........
winning streak in early
.............. ...........—
Collins said his team
May which included a
will have to produce more
three game sweep over
solid
performances
Morehead State University.
defensively for the2010 season. According to
“Last season was a learning experience,” Collins, training for the upcoming season will start
Collins said. “I had a good group o f guys to share on the second week of the Fall 2009 semester.
it with.”
Alestle File Photo

Tta c k and Cross Country
This past summer, SIUE cross country and o f the 2008 Cougar performance list and was the
track and field Head Coach Dave Astrauskas left third fastest 5 k time in school history.
for the University o f Wisconsin, but that will not
Brown said the future o f SIUE cross country
stop the Cougars from trying to build off the and track and field look promising.
success achieved while under his guidance.
“As a team we want to improve our status
“(Astrauskas) was really dedicated to the while competing against bigger schools,” Brown
program,” senior runner Kayla Brown said. “He said. “Individually, I want to improve my times
was committed to helping
" from meet to meet.”
build it up from year to
The Cougar men
“As a team we want to improve will miss distance
year.”
With
Astrauskus
runner Kyle Cameron,
our status while competing
gone, Kareem Jackson
who ran his three
and Eileen McAllister will
quickest 8k times in
against bigger schools. ”
step up to assume the
2008. As a senior,
-Kayla Brow n ,
Head Coaching roles for
Cameron
ran
his
the track and cross
season best at the
Sen ior D istance Runner
country
teams _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Evansville Invitational,
respectively. Both coaches
crossing the line at
played key assistant roles last season, and 25:10.16.
McAallister also served as strength and
Sophomore Marc Amarillas will be looked
conditioning coach for the entire athletic upon heavily in both cross country and track next
department.
season. Amarillas broke the school record last
As SIUE’s top cross country and distance spring in the men’s 3,000-meter race with a time o f
runner, Brown will look to add her name even 8:42.96.
more into the record books in her final season as a
Other key returning runners include senior
Cougar competitor. Brown’s 5k time o f 17:50.89 pole vaulter Eric Mammoser, senior sprinter
seconds at the Evansville Invitational put her atop Marcus Evans and junior thrower Ben Bishop.
Alestle File Photo

Men’s and W om en’s Golf
Mentally, the Cougars golf teams hope a year
“They knew how important each shot was,”
o f experience in Division I has done them well in Viehl said. “We still have to adjust playing in bad
moving towards a successful 2009-2010 season.
weather.”
Senior Megan Hood led SIUE last year on the
Even though his team is younger this year, he
women’s side with an
looks for the likes o f fifth
82.7 stroke average
year senior Matt Lehl and
“ (The team) knew how
per round. Senior
senior Neal McCarty to
Sarah
Gereaux
is
lead his team. Lehl and
important each shot was.
returning this year and
McCarty shared the two
boasted the second
lowest average spots last
We still have to adjust to
lowest average score in
season for SIUE.
the 2008-09 behind
Like many other
playing in bad weather. ”
Hood. Hood’s season
SIU E student-athletes,
-Kyle V iehl,
low individual score of
Viehl said his team will
head
m en’s g o lf coach
77 would come the
continue to work hard
same day the Cougars
and excel both on the
placed second as a team at the Gateway Collegiate course and in the classroom. Now that his team is
Championship.
adjusting to playing at a higher level, some D-I
In addition to Gereaux, this year’s women’s experience will help lead to lower scores for the
roster will include two seniors in Sheena Collins upcoming season.
and Kelsey Atteberry.
“We will play some courses this year that we
SIUE men’s golf Head Coach Kyle Viehl says saw a year ago,” Viehl said.
his team had an outstanding Fall 2008 season.
However, there is always room for improvement.
Alestle File Photo
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Men’s and W om en’s Tennis
The SIUE women’s tennis team has many key 09 season with an overall record o f 5-13. The
players returning from a 5-11 season last year.
Cougars were led by senior Paulo Gonzalez, who
Sophomore Maggie Boeckman spent a good took charge in both singles and doubles scenarios.
portion of last season playing in the number one
Gonzalez posted a 14-7 mark in singles
match role instead of
matches and 12-6 in
third due to several
doubles during his senior
untimely injuries that
season, but his graduation
“Last season was a little
put several Cougars on
leaves tennis Head Coach
the shelf. On top of
disappointing, because we had Kyler Upyke with a
being short-handed
leadership role to fill.
a couple of injuries at the same
most of the season, the
Senior Rob Young
Cougars had to pay
could be the guy asked to
time. We had the talent, but
step up, playing as the
their dues on the road,
with only five home
number two a season ago
it was the injuries that held
matches in 2008-09.
where he went 11-9 in
us back. ”
This year, the
singles matches.
Cougars are back to
SIUE women’s tennis
-M aggie B oeckm an,
full strength and hope
opens their 2009-10
Soph om ore Tennis player
to build off a sub .500
season at the Saint Louis
campaign.
...
University Invitational
“(Last season) was a little disappointing September 4-6. The Cougar men will begin their
because we had a couple injuries that all came at year a few weeks later with a home meet against
the same time,” Boeckman said. “We had the talent Lindenwood University on Tuesday, September
but it was the injuries that held us up.”
23.
On the men’s side, SIUE finished their 2008Alestle File Photo

Men’s S o cce r
Going into their second season back in good options. It is going to be exciting to see what
Division I, the SIUE men’s soccer team finds they can do.”
themselves in a comfortable position.
One o f the fiercest position battles will
The Cougars are a young team, returning determine who starts the season in goal, with the
many o f their players from last season, and four Cougars having to replace Nick Frasca, who holds
players who sat out 2008 as redshirts.
the all-time record at SIUE for shutouts.
An impressive recruiting class of 11 athletes
The program has an impressive slate o f games
will join the Cougars in their efforts to reclaim a scheduled this season, including matches against
national name for the
six NCAA tournament
program, which won a
teams.
National Championship “ We have a lot o f good options. ”
The team plays
at the Division I level 30
eight home games at
-Kevin Kalish,
years ago.
Ralph Korte Stadium,
head m en’s soccer coach
“The culture here is
including an exhibition
winning, and we are
against one o f those
used to it,” men’s soccer Head Coach Kevin Kalish tournament teams, the University o f Illinoissaid. “Our expectation is to win and to prove we Chicago.
are ready to be a force.”
Unlike the majority of programs at SIUE,
The overall depth o f the team gives Kalish men’s soccer will compete in the Missouri Valley
options as far as who cracks the lineup when the Conference once they are done with the transition.
regular season kicks off Sept. 1 at the University of The Ohio Valley Conference does not sponsor
Evansville.
men’s soccer.
“We are excited about the players we have
The program is fast-tracked, meaning it will be
coming in, and all of them could come in and earn eligible to compete in NCAA Championship
a starting position,” Kalish said. “A lot will be events a year earlier than everyone else in 2011.
determined in the pre-season, and we have a lot o f

Alestle File Photo

W om en’s S o cce r

Alestle File Photo

The women’s soccer team will get much more particular match that is ten games into the season.
home cooking this year thanks to ten games I just look forward to the first day of practice.”
Despite being below the .500 mark last
scheduled at Ralph Korte Stadium for the
season, the Cougars were 3-2 against Ohio Valley
upcoming season, as compared to one last year.
“It is always nice to sleep in your own bed the Conference opponents, with victories over Murray
State
University,
night before a game,”
Southeast
Missouri
women’s head soccer
“ O urgoal is to be ready to
University
and
coach Derek Burton
Tennessee
Tech
said.
perform in every gam e while
University.
The Cougars look
Junior
forward
to
build
off
an
giving ourselves a chance
Kiara Akpore led SIUE
impressive undefeated
in 2008 with three
spring exhibition season
to win it. ”
goals, two o f which
and a 5-8 campaign last
-D erek B u rto n ,
were game winners.
fall when they take the
head w om en’s soccer coach
However, Burton said
turf at Korte.
he looks for all his
Burton said his team
will feature eleven new faces on the 22-player playerswithcollegiate experience to be leaders on
roster. While the new-look Cougars are young, the field.
The Cougars have already began exhibition
Burton hopes the load of high school experience
play, with games against Southern Indiana and
will play a crucial role in his teams success.
“Our goal is to be ready to perform in every ArkansasState. They conclude pre-season action
game while giving ourselves a chance to win it,” with amatchagainst Western Illinois at 1 p.m.
Burton said. “I am not looking ahead to any Sunday at Ralph Korte Stadium.
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Softball
Softball Head Coach Sandy Montgomery will “They will be hard to replace but we do have an
get an early look at their team, fresh o f a 40-win impressive class coming in, with three freshmen
season Sep. 19 when they begin their abbreviated and two transfers.”
The Cougars played well enough in 2009 to
fall schedule against Southeast Missouri State in
earn a spot in the NCAA tournament, had they not
Carbondale.
Montgomery’s Cougars found early success in been on probationary status as a requirement of
Division I, finishing the season ranked 42 in their transition.
“We would have made the tournament at 40college softball’s Ratings Percentage with votes in
10, and that is tough to
the top 25 poll to boot.
take,” Montgomery said.
The
Cougars
“Those are pretty tough
notched wins against
“ We would have made the
expectations to follow
two ranked teams,
and we have one more
SIUC
and
the
tournament at 40-10..."
year until we are eligible,
University o f Missouri
-Sandy M o n tg om ery
so our goal is to keep
during their campaign,
H
ead Softball C oach
getting better until we
and pitcher Kaitlin
are ready to go.”
Colosimo broke school
In the fall, the
records in appearances,
Cougars will play the maximum eight games they
wins, strikeouts and starts.
Montgomery was named the D-I independent are allotted, and participate in the State Farm
Illinois Collegiate Softball Championship with
coach of the year.
Colosimo, along with Courtney Mall, a first other in-state D-I schools for the second straight
team all-independent are gone. So are second year. Montgomery said the short season will give
basemen Lindsay Longfellow and utility player her team a chance to see what they are made of,
Amanda Pucel, but Montgomery expects her new and it will be approached the same way as the
recruiting class to spark the program into spring season.
Down the road, the Cougars will host Mizzou
continuing its recent success.
“They all played on a regular basis and had and SIUC in the spring.
outstanding senior seasons,” Montgomery said.

Alestle File Photo

Volleyball
A few familiar faces will be missing from the wins against future conference opponents in UTSIUE volleyball team in 2009, but Head Coach Martin, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Illinois and
Todd Gober is not writing off his young team.
Southeast Missouri State. They wrapped up the
“Athletically, we are bringing in more size season with a third place finish in the National
above the net,” Gober said. “We are going to miss Transitional Tournament.
“I was thrilled with how we did last year, but
the leadership and experience after graduating four
seniors but we are going to be able to do some we set a goal for ourselves to try and improve,”
things we have not been able to do in the past.”
Gober said.
Junior
Sydney
Setter
Mallory
Clements, a record
Winslow returns as the
“ We want to firmly establish
Cougars big threat, after
breaker in numerous
leading the team in kills
statistical categories
ourselves and everything
with 311 in 2008. She
for the Cougars along
was also second on the
with fellow academic
will be a challenge. ”
team in assists and third in
All-American and All-Todd G ober,
digs.
I ndependent
Samantha Schulte will
In 2009, the Cougars
head volleyball coach
be missing from the
will see a challenging
Cougars lineup, but players like transfer Karie schedule with a large collection of Ohio Valley
Downing and local recruit Brooke Smith are Conference games in which Gober hopes to
establish his team as a legitimate threat within the
poised to make an immediate impact for SIUE.
“It is the beginning of the life without Mallory ovc.
era, but we do have a great group of voung athletes
“We are looking to really defend our home
and returning players ready to step up,” Gober court and steal a few on the road,” Gober said. “We
said.
want to firmly establish ourselves, and everything
Gober’s team went 13-14 in 2008, and netted will be a challenge.”
Alestle File Photo

W restling
The SIUE wrestling team finds itself in a
rebuilding stage.
The team went 4-6 in team events last season,
and just 12 grapplers are set to return to a team
expected by Head Coach David Ray to number in
the 40s.
Seven state champions are among Ray’s large
recruiting class, but the Cougars will be young and
considered underdogs by many.
“We are underdogs, and in my mind the
program is starting all over again,” Ray said. “I am
excited to see what we have, but won’t have
confirmation until we are in practice. We need time
to build this transformation, and I am excited
about duels and this season. It is going to be
competitive.”
Ray said his wrestlers both new and old have
to make sacrifices and devote themselves to the
sport in order to be successful in 2009.
“I look at the individuals we recruited and
don’t see any reason why they shouldn’t be able to

compete as long as they are willing to make that
sacrifice,” Ray said. “You have to eliminate all
outside distractions and focus on your goals. I
don’t expect it, but I hope that type o f work ethic
is what they conform to.”
The Cougars wrestling team is the only squad
at SIUE without a conference home, because the
Ohio Valley Conference does not sponsor
wrestling.
Squads on the Cougars schedule include
Missouri, Purdue, Illinois, Northwestern, Indiana
and Northern Illinois.
Ray does not want to speculate on how well
his team will fare this season, but the future appears
bright for SIUE wrestling.
“All we can do is work hard, put in our time
and stay committed,” Ray said. “Dividends will
pay out, maybe not this year or next, but the team
will get to see its potential at the D-I level and we
have to make that commitment.”
Alestle File Photo
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(Left) Junior finance major Justin Byrd lifts weights in the Student Fitness Center. (Right) Graduate Psychology student Christian Harsy runs on a treadmill in the Student
Fitness center.

E x p a n s io n

m o re

th a n

ju s t s p a c e

E q u ip m e n t a n d p r o g r a m s a t f i t n e s s c e n t e r c a t e r t o a l l s t u d e n t s
by T.J. Coweil
Alestle Sports Editor

As SIUE grows from a popular commuter school to
a large residential university, the Student Fitness Center
grows with it. According to Assistant Director for
Recreational Programs Keith Becherer, $10.5 million
worth of renovations are nearly complete, adding 35,000
square feet to the existing 60,000 square foot facility.
GRS Construction o f Columbia is the general
contractor for the project that first broke ground in May
2008. A new conference room and several private
examination rooms were added as part o f phase one in the
project that was completed last November. The new
conference room will be available for student
organizations and provide a meeting place for Club Sports
and Intramurals.
The second floor o f the new addition includes several

storage rooms, additional cardio machines and a state-ofthe-art spinning room with a rubber floor and enhanced
lighting and sound. The renovations will also allow
Campus Recreation to double the amount o f fitness
classes and weight space.
SIUE Club Sports and Intramurals are also joining in
on the expansion. A gymnasium with bleachers capable of
seating 500 was added to the new Fitness Center,
providing a new home for Club Sports and Intramural
events. When the bleachers are not in use, they can be
folded back, providing space for two basketball or three
volleyball courts.
Recreation Specialist for Intramural and Special
Events Nathan Scott is in charge o f SIUE’s Intramural
programs, including scheduling space to equipment. Scott
said he sees the new additions to the Fitness Center as a
win-win situation.
“It is going to be a huge benefit because Club Sports

S e a n Roberts/Alestle

A view of the completed new gymnasium inside the Student Fitness Center.

and Intramurals will have a priority,” Scott said. “We want
to offer competitive leagues. The additional space allows
us to do that a lot easier.”
For Scott, the overall goal o f Intramurals is to get
students more involved within the SIUE community.
According to Scott, about 75% o f SIUE students utilize
the incentives that are provided by Campus Recreation.
“A lot of people still need to feel that level o f
competition,” Scott said. “The other thing we promote is
a healthy lifestyle. One of the things I see is the
camaraderie that is established within the program.”
According to Assistant Director for Recreational
Programs Keith Becherer, the new and improved Fitness
Center will meet the demanding needs of the popular,
residential university' that SIUE is becoming.
Becherer said there have not been any major
problems with the expansion o f the new Fitness Center.
“Anytime you are dealing with a $10 million project
you are going to have some problems,” Becherer said.
“The new additions are for die students for recreational
use.”
The new Fitness Center will also include a new
Freshen’s, along with a menu o f healthy grab-and-go
items from Dining Services.
SIUE fitness graduate assistant Jen Davenport said
the new additions could not have come at a better time for
the university.
“A lot o f people come here to release stress from
school,” Davenport said. “Since SIUE is growing so
rapidly, we have been tight for machines. By the numbers,
we have been able to increase space.”
The renovations should be completed before classes
begin this fall. According to Davenport, the funding from
the $10.5 million dollar project came from student fees.
“We are not a state-funded facility, so our budget was
not affected by the current recession,” Davenport said.
“We listened to what our students wanted and we have
given them everything with these renovations.”
A ribbon cutting ceremony is scheduled for
Wednesday, $eptember 23. However, as a part o f Student
Welcome Week, Davenport said Campus Recreation will
advertise an activities day with food and prizes.
T.J. Cowell can be reached at tcmell@alestlelive.com
or 650-3524.
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(C h in a t
R e sta u ra n t

t h e s id e l in e s
Despite absence of football,
show your school spirit

3 1 0 function D r.
Glen Carbon, IL 6 2 0 3 4

_

(I« Cottonwood Plaza)

Dining Room

,

Tel: (618) 656-0538

Delivery

Carryout

peliver
9.00 pm

by Allan Lewis
Alestle Managing Editor

I f you are not familiar with the
current state of SIUE athletics, I
can sum it up in one simple word:
exciting.
For quite some time leading up
to the official announcement and
approval from the Southern Illinois University
Board of Trustees, SIUE was investigating the
possibility o f making the jump to NCAA Division I
athletics. It made sense, there are more than 13,000
students populating a school rooted with a deep
history in D-II. It was time.
Now here we are, one year is already in the
books, and SIUE has made a respectable first effort
to further propel out of college sports obscurity.
Our softball team defeated two top-25 teams
and earned a few votes in the poll themselves. SIUE
is chock full of NCAA All-Independent athletes in
every sport, and promising signings have every
program drinking the Kool-Aid called optimism.
Recognizable D-I names will jump aboard
buses and planes this coming year to take on your
Cougars. Whether it be Osiris Eldridge and the
Illinois State Redbirds at the Vadalabene Center or
the University of Missouri for a softball game, the
Cougars will see some high quality opponents on
their turf, and as the sixth man in basketball or the
twelfth man in soccer it is your job to wave your
SIUE flag high and join in the historic transition.
As you may already know, there is no NCAA
sanctioned football team at SIUE. Not to say it will

never happen but it appears to be highly unlikely in
the future. This is a shame because football is often
the sport that brings out the entire student body.
Nothing at any college can rival the feeling of
heading out to the stadium on a fall Saturday,
tailgating and getting ready for the big game.
School spirit in many cases is built with football as
the base, and other sports will follow. We do not
have that luxury, and I think it shows.
Football does however exist on this campus in
a competitive sense with a somewhat similar feel
with the SIUE football club, members of the
Midwest Club Football Conference.
The club football team is always a great story
and although it may not be big-time, it is big on
heart, and since their inception the student body has
grown to embrace them on homecoming weekend
with large crowds and good times. This is SIUE
football on the ground level, and while they only
play a light home schedule, their presence needs to
be received with the same you would give an
NCAA team, because you never know who is
watching. I f club football gets big enough, maybe it
can change some minds and bring that fall Saturday
experience to Korte Stadium, or perhaps a future
on-campus venue.
In the meantime, keep cheering on the
Cougars, because before you know it your four (or
in some cases six) years o f college will be gone, and
its not everyday you see an athletics department
competing at such a historic time in its history.

HOURS:
Mon. - Thun.: 11:00am - 9:30pm
Fri. & Sat.: 11:00am - 10:30pm
Sunday: 11:00am - 9:00pm
Luncli Specials Mon.-Sun.: 11:00am - 3:00pm
(Call In advance, we'll have It ready when you arrive)

w w w .cbin arestau ran tglen carhon .com

COME CELEBRATE W ITH US
AT OUR GRAND RE-OPENING!
150 JUNCTION DR. GLEN CARBON, IL • 618-655-0940

<5orr !

Alestle sports can be reached, at sports@akstlelm.com
or 650-3524.

Any USED VIDEO GAME $15 or higher.

Not valid wita tiauu. Limit one coupon oor pe:son
per visit Must present coupon at time ot purchase.
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The SIUE club football team playing the University of Miami-Ohio in their homecoming game last
season.
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Catholic Campus M inistry and
Catholic Newman Student U nion
(C N SU ) invites all students to
mass every Sunday 1 0 :3 0 a.m. or
7p.m . at the Center for Spirituality
and Sustainability (the Glass Dome
building near the Engineering
building). Come and pray with
enthusiastic and prayerful group
and get involved with all the
ministries and activities offered for
S IU E students. Save M onday
nights for Bible study and Wed.
nights for C N SU meetings. All
meetings at 7 p.m. More info:
X3205/ ccalzet @ siu e.edu * *
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SIUE sports schedule
Men’s Basketball

Women’s soccer

Nov. 4
Nov. 7
Nov. 13
Nov. 15
Nov. 18
Nov. 21
Nov. 2 8
Dec. 1
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 19
Dec. 22
Dec. 2 8
Dec. 3 0
Jan. 5
Jan. 9
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 7
Feb. 18
Feb. 23
Feb. 2 5

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

MacM urray (exhibition)
Illinois College
@Illinois
Illinois State
@ Evansville
@ Ball State
Lipscomb
Indiana-Purdue at F o rt Wayne
TBA (Drake Tournament)
TB A (Drake Tournament)
Loyola
@ Purdue
Missouri-Kansas City
M urray State
UW-Milwaukee
@ South Dakota
@ Kennesaw State
@ Morehead State
Robert Morris
@ U T Martin
@ Murray State
@ Southeast Missouri State
South Dakota
N orth Dakota
@ North Dakota
@ Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne
Hannibal LeGrange

Women’s Basketball
Nov. 7 U M SL
Nov. 13 Morehead State
Nov. 15 UW-Milwaukee
Nov. 18 @ Valparaiso
Nov. 20 @ Northwestern
Nov. 23 @ Loyola
Nov. 2 7 TBA (New Mexico State Tournament)
Nov. 28 TBA (New Mexico State Tournament)
Dec. 2 Missouri-Kansas City
Dec. 5
Indiana State
Dec. 11 @ Witchita State
Dec. 13 @ Wisconsin
Dec. 2 0 Toledo
Dec. 2 2 Missouri State
Dec. 3 1 Central Arkansas
Jan. 2
@ Bowling Green
Jan. 4
Illinois State
Jan. 18 South Dakota
Jan. 20 @ Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 2 5 U T Martin
Feb. 2
@ Southeast Missouri State
Feb. 4
Eastern Illinois
Feb. 7
@ Miami (Fla.)
Feb. 13 Oakland City
Feb. 21 @ South Dakota
Feb. 23 @ Tennessee Tech
March 3 Cal State-Bakersfield

Men’s Soccer
Aug. 19
Aug. 2 2
Sept. 1
Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 13
Sept. 18
Sept. 20
Sept. 25
Sept. 2 7
O ct. 3
O ct. 9
Oct. 11
O ct. 15
O ct. 1 7
Oct. 24
Oct. 28
Nov. 7
Nov. 14

UW-Milwaukee (Exhibition)
U l-C hicago (Exhibition)
@ Evansville
Oakland
@ Louisville (Louisville Tournament)
@ Kentucky (Louisville Tournament)
Columbia College
@ Ohio State
@ Dayton
@ Northwestern
IU P U I
Alabama A8cM
@ Cleveland State
Centenary
Indiana-Purdue at F o rt Wayne
@ Memphis
@ Western Illinois
@ Oral Roberts
Central Arkansas

5
18
23
28
4

Southern Indiana
Arkansas State
Western Illinois
@ Eastern Kentucky
Georgia State (Murray State
Tournament)
Sept. 6 Murray State (Murray State
Tournament)
Sept. 11 N orthern Illinois
Sept. 13 @ Ball State
Sept. 1 7 Indiana State
Sept. 20 @ U T Martin
Sept. 2 7 Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne
O ct. 2
KcKendree College
Oct. 7
@ Illinois State
O ct. 11 Drake
Oct. 16 @ Austin Peay
Oct. 20 @ UM SL
O ct. 2 5 Missouri State
O ct. 3 0 Southeast Missouri State

Counseling Services
Has M oved!
Counseling Services is now
located on the lower level
of the new Student Success
Center, R oom 0220!
We have co-located with Health Service.

Don't worry... our phone number
and website did not change!
Counseling Services phone number: 618-650-2197
Counseling Services web address:
www.siue.edu/counseling

The Religious Center at
SlUe has a new name!

Softball Fall Schedule
Sept. 19 @ Southeast Missouri State (SIU C
Tournament)
Sept. 19 @ S IU C (SIU C Tournament)
Sept. 2 7 @ Northern Illinois (Minooka)
Sept. 2 7 @ Northwestern (Minooka)
Oct. 3
@ TBA (State Farm Illinois Collegiate
Softball Championships in Normal)
Oct. 4
@ TBA (State Farm Illinois Collegiate
Softball Championships in Normal)

T h e Center for
Spirituality & Sustainability.

Men’s Tennis
Sept. 2 1 Lindenwood
Sept. 18-21 @ Drake Invitational
Sept. 2 5 -2 7 @ Ausun Peay Invitational
Jan. 3 0 Eastern Illinois
Feb. 13 @ Murray State
Feb. 14 @ S I U C ’
Feb. 2 0 Western Illinois
Feb. 21 IU P U I
March 7 @ Jacksonville State
March 9 @ Emory Riddle
March 1 0 @ South Dakota State
March 1 1 @ Creighton
March 2 0 @ U T Martin
April 2 @ Tennessee Tech
April 10 Austin Peay

Offering the same great services to the SIUe
community, the Center can be an oasis to the
often hectic campus life. Come tour our local
landmark building designed by renowned
architect R. Buckminister Fuller to see what
programs we have to offer and enjoy a free cup
of Fair-Trade coffee or tea.

EVERYO NE IS W ELCO M E!
Visit us at www.siue.edu/religion to view our
schedule of events.

Emergency Contraception
M o rn in g After Pill

Women’s Tennis
Sept. 4-6 @ Saint Louis University Invitational
Sept. 10 @ Lindenwood
Sept. 12 @ Tennessee-Martin
Jan. 3 0 Eastern Illinois
Feb. 6
Southeast Missouri State
Feb. 13 @ Murray State
Feb. 14 @ S I U C "
Feb. 2 0 Western Illinois
Feb. 28 @ Bradley
March 5 Wright State
March 7 (^Jacksonville State
March 9 @ Emory Riddle
March 1 0 @ South Dakota State
March 1 1 @ Creighton
March 2 0 @ Tennessee Martin
March 2 7 IU P U I
April 2 @ Tennessee Tech
April 10 Austin Peay

Plan B
Whatever you
call it, Planned
Parenthood has it.
Come talk to us
in confidence,
with confidence.

P

P la n n e d

P a re n th o o d

1.800.230.PIAN | plannedparenthood.org/stlouis
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Volleyball schedule

Club Football Schedule

Aug. 28 Missouri-Kansas City (Indiana State
Tournament)
Aug. 28 Akion (Indiana State Tournament)
Aug. 29 North Dakota (Indiana Statc Tournament)
Aug. 29 @ Indiana State (Indiana State Tournament)
Sept. 2
@ Western Illinois
Sep. 4
Louisville (Ball State Tournament)
Sept 5
@ Ball State (Ball State Tournament)
Sept 5
Indiarm-Purdue-Fort Wayne
Sept 11 Loyola (TJT Chattanooga Tournament)
Sept. 12 @ Chattanooga (UT Chattanooga Tournament)
Sept 12 Austin Beay (UT Chattanooga Tournament)
Sept. 15 @ Illinois State
Sept 18 @ Saint Louis (Saint Louis University
Tournament)
Sept. 19 UC Davis (Saint Louis University Tournament)
Sept 19 Toledo (Saint Louis University Tournament)
Sept 23 Evansville
Sept 25 @ North Carolina Central (NGCU Tournament)
Sept. 25 Delaware State (NCCU Tournament)
Sept 26 Hampton (NCCU tournament)
Sept 26 Winston-Salem State (NCCU Tournament)
Oct. 4
@ Bradley
O ct 5
Wfestem Illinois
O ct 13 @ Southeast Missouri State
O ct 17 Eastern Illinois
O ct 20 Austin Beay
O ct 23 @ Morchead State
O ct 24 @ Eastern Kentucky
Oct. 31 @ Missouri
Nov. 3
Southeast Missouri State
Nov 6
@ U T Martin
Nov. 7
@ Murray State
Nov. 10 @ Missouri-Kansas City
Nov. 14 @ Eastern Illinois

Sept. 14
Sept. 19
Oct. 3
O ct. 10
Oct. 17
O ct. 2 4
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14

@ Central Methodist
W right State
@ Wright State
New Orleans (Homecoming)
@ Xavier
Miami-Ohio
@ Ohio State
@ Radford
Michigan-Flint

*A11 Athletic events are free to students
with an S IU E ID card.
Alestle File Photo

*Bold denotes home event

Wrestling Schedule
Nov. 6
Red and W hite Scrimmage
Nov. 14 @ University o f Central Missouri Open
Nov. 22 @ University o f Missouri Open
Dec. 4-5 @ Cliff Jeen Las Legas Invitational
Dec. 12 @ Chicago Duals (Indiana, Eastern
Michigan, Purdue-Calumet)
Dec. 20 @ Purdue Duals
Jan. 9
@ Illinois Duals
Jan. 17 @ University o f Central Missouri Denker
Open
Jan. 22 @ Northwestern
Jan. 2 8 Central Missouri
Jan. 29 @ Northern Illinois
Feb. 6
@ Missouri Valley Open
leb. 14 @ Indianapolis and Findlay
Feb. 27 @NCWA North Central Conference Tournament
March 11-13 @ NCWA National Tournament
Alestle File Photo

Times Have
Changed...
For the Better!
Today, I have choices about pregnancy

now or later. The best part... I can talk

BANKRUPTCY - DEBT RELIEF^
Reorganize your debts for
as little as $88 down
w ith reasonable monthly
based on your
circumstances.
JO SEPH N . REAM ES,
A TTO RN EY AT LAW

www.wesleyreameslaw.com
Wood River Office: 618-251-9254
We are a d e b t relief agency. We help people file for bankruptcy under the bankruptcy code.

about it because no longer am I judged
or shamed. M y friends and 1talk about

What If. . and so what if—

ExpressCdvc

We know w e have choices. And we
know there's Hope Clinic, where we
can talk to professionals, get help to
sort out the W HAT IF... and make the
right choice for us... for me.

That ’s peace of mind.

Can't get in to see your doctor?
Ours is waiting for you now.
Flu - Cold - Upset Stomach
Minor Cuts& Burns
No Appointment Necessary
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Just know that Hope Clinic is
there for all of us.

O Glen Carbon - 656-9777
17 Ginger Creek Meadows

Q Collinsville -

344-2273
1103 Beit Line Road

Women Ltd.
1602 21 st Street
G ranite City, Illin o is
10 m inutes from St. Louis

1-8 0 0 -8 4 4 -3 1 30 or hopeclinic.com

mmu

Anderson
Hospital
Maryville, Illinois
www.andersonhospital.org
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W ESLEY AN D REAMES, LLC
W W W . W E S LE Y R E A M E S L AW. C O M
' AUTO ACCIDENTS
■ W r o n g f u l D eath
• Fa m il y La w
- Esta te P l a n n in g
- C r im in a l La w
' T r a f f ic
M i c h a e l R . W e s le y , a t t o r n e y a t la w

17 W h it e l a w

55 OR OLDER? I f s o , CALL
TODAY TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY
FO R A FREE SIM PLE W ILL!

W o o d Riv er , IL 62095

618 251-9254
-

Sushi'Noodle‘ Sake
Chicken-Steak'Seafood
Menu hems Subject To Chonge

SUSHI & JAPANESE GRILL

- -m

Campus Activities Board has
over 80 great events planned
for the fall semester. Visit us
at www.siue.edu/cab for more
information

D INE-IN or CARRY O U T

Hours:
Lunch

Mon-Sat

Don’t m iss com edian
ANT on W ednesday,
A ugust 2 6 at 7PM in the
MUC Meridian Ballroom

11:00-2:00
Dinner

Mon-Thurs -- 5:00-9:00
Fri-Sat
5:00 -10:00
S u n ------------4:30-8:00

— Happy Hour Special Lunch

Mon-Sat

11:00-2:00
Dinner

Sun-Thurs -- 5:00-6:00
2 for 1 A ll N igini Sushi
D iscount off all rolls

Tel: 618.659.9400

Fax: 618.659.9444

Follow CAB on Twitter at keyword
siuecab for a chance to win a great
prize! Sign up by September 3!
C a m p u s AcuviUtw f'x.un!

1025 Century Drive • Edwardsville • Off Route 157 Behind Scott Credit Union

Statement on Right to Privacy and Nondisclosure
Under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), all students have
certain rights with respect to their education record. These rights include:

Directory Information includes:

1. The right to inspect and review their official University records in accordance with
provisions of the aforementioned act and within the University guidelines. Inquiries
regarding the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 should be directed
to the Office of the Registrar.

Student address and telephone number (local and permanent)

2. The right to request the amendment of the education record that the student believes
is inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise a violation of student’s privacy rights under
FERPA. A student who wishes to ask the University to amend a record should write
the University official responsible for the record, clearly identify the part of the record
the student wants changed, and specify why it should be changed. The University will
notify the student in writing of the decision and hearing procedures if appropriate.
3. The right to provide written consent before the University discloses personally
identifiable information from the student’s education records, except to the extent that
FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.
The University discloses education records without a student’s prior written consent to
school officials with a legitimate educational interest. A school official is a person
employed by the University in an administrative, supervisory, academic or research, or
support staff position (including law enforcement unit personnel and health staff); a
person or organization with whom the University has contracted as its agent to provide
a service instead of using University employees or officials (such as an attorney,
auditor, collection agent, or clinical/practicum site personnel); University-related
organizations; or students assisting another school official in performing his or her
tasks.
A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an
education record in order to fulfill his or her professional responsibilities for the
University.
Upon request, the University also discloses education records without consent to
officials of another school in which a student seeks or intends to enroll.
The University may make accessible to any person directory information concerning
students unless such release violates state and/or federal regulations. For example, in
accordance with the Southern Illinois University Management Act, the University will
not release a student’s personal identifying information to a business or financial
institution that issues credit or debit cards, unless the student is 21 years of age or older.

Student Name
Student e- mail address
Major field of study
Classification
Dates of attendance
Full or part-time status
Attempted hours
Degrees and awards received
Most recent educational agency or institution attended prior to enrollment at SIUE
Participation in officially recognized activities or sports
Weight or height of members of athletic teams
Date of birth
Students may object to the release of their directory information by submitting a
Directory Information Release form. This form is found in the Service Center or
online
at www.siue .edu/registrar/forms/pdf/Directory InformationRelease.pdf
Students should be aware that the University annually publishes a directory each Fall
semester which includes student directory information. To ensure exclusion from this
publication, the Directory Information Release form must be on file by the end of the
first week of the Fall semester. Requests to withhold directory information will remain
in effect until the student submits a written cancellation of the request.
4. The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education concerning
alleged failures by the University to comply with the requirements of FERPA. The
name and address of the Office that administers FERPA is:
Family Policy Compliance Office
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202-5901
Note: The University’s complete Policy on Release of Student Information and Access
to Student Records may be found at www.siue.edu/policies/3g2.shtml.
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Yeah, we’re cheesy.
We’re also meaty, fruity,
juicy, fishy, doughy,
creamy, tasty and...
we save you money.

You bet w e’re cheesy, but w e’re also easy! Schnucks, a full-service grocery store, has everything you need
in one convenient stop. Choose from favorite name brands, fabulous fresh foods and ready-to-serve meals.
Y ou’ll also find school supplies, health & beauty basics and a full-service pharmacy.
We know saving money is a requirement. You’ll find more ways to save every day including our
Schnucks private brand products like Full Circle Organic and Natural items.
They give you quality choices for less.
We make it easy!

Open 2 4 hours - Shop in-store or online at www.schnucks.com.
Edwardsville • 2 2 2 2 Troy Rd. • 6 5 9 - 0 0 1 0
© 2008 Schnuck Markets, Inc.
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Th e Cougar Creed
As a member o f the S IU E community I acknowledge and accept my
responsibility in creating an environment that supports the pursuit
o f knowledge. I will uphold high standards, in both my personal and
academic endeavors, striving to achieve success while making
a positive impact on the University community. I will demonstrate
a concern for others and respect their right to a civil environment.
I recognize
that higher
education is a 1privilege
and will seek to
C
O
c
make the most o f this opportunity.

J
\

/ -y
/

J

/j

C om m itted to the SIUE community; its past, present and future.
O p e n to other points of view.
U n ite d in school spirit and pride.
G ra te fu l for the privilege and the opportunities of higher education.
A ccep tin g of classmates as colleagues and equals.
R espectful of the rights of others.

